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Dobelle Examines Campus Issues
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
News Editor
As President Clinton pre-
pares to give his annual State of
the Union address, Trinity Col-
lege President Evan Dobelle
looks ahead to the issues of the
upcoming semester and the
new year. During the past few
months, Dobelle has been at the
helm of a number of pivotal
projects such as the Capital
Campaign, the Learning Corri-
dor and the Master Plan. In ad-
dition, the perennial issues of
late night parties, crime on
campus and student demo-
graphics continue to occupy
much of his attention. In the
midst of this, President Dobelle
has offered his opinion on the
progress of several critical as-
pects of Trinity College.
Saturday, January 24, the
Board of Trustees convened for
their annual January meeting.
Traditionally, the purpose of
this meeting has Been to discuss
major topics rather than to em-
bark upon specific action, and
this gathering followed the
same course. The one major
President Dobelle remarks on the future of
Trinity College.
Board action was to resurrect
the Board of Fellows, a collec-
tion of forty to sixty alumni that
was originally established in
1834 and has been dormant for
several years. According to
Dobelle, the central purpose of
this organization is "to act as
advisors to the President and to
the Board [of Trustees] on issues
that are put to them." President
AUX PECK
Faculty Meeting
Voices Concerns
BY W. FISHWICK
MCLEAN
News Writer
On Tuesday, January 20, the
faculty of Trinity College called
a special meeting to voice and
discuss specific concerns which
they feel are currently affecting
the school. For the first time in
recent memory, the President
and the Dean of Faculty were
not invited to attend this semi-
regular gathering. According to
Associate Professor of History
John H. Chatfield, the faculty
felt that a full and frank discus-
sion of views and concerns
could be better addressed if ad-
ministration members were not
present-an opinion echoed by
many professors across campus.
The gathering was one of
many "Faculty Conferences"
that are held throughout the
year. These conventions are run
by the school's Governance Sys-
tem, an autonomous organiza-
tion consisting of Trinity's
professors and lecturers. It is
one of the school's proudest ac-
complishments as it serves to
promote solidarity among its
educators and lend voice to
their collective concerns, along
with providing an open forum
for healthy debate.
At the heart of the meeting,
lay the same issues that have
been engaging Trinity for the
past few years. According to
President Dobelle, these
changes are paramount if Trin-
ity is to become a "nationally
preeminent college" rather than
a "moderately good regional col-
lege" in an extremely competi-
tive climate.
Many faculty members,
while not explicitly opposed to
Dobelle's overall plan, worry
that they are being squeezed out
of important decision-making.
For example, the freshman and
sophomore classes; together
have swelled by 250-300 stu-
dents within recent years, dra-
matically increasing the total
see FACULTY on page six
Dobelle stated that he sees
alumni participation as crucial
to the future of the college, and
he points out that Trinity is now
one of only twelve colleges and
universities in America that has
an alumni giving rate higher
than fifty percent. Such partici-
pation has allowed the Capital
Campaign to raise the endow-
ment to 307 million dollars.
„ The. .Learning, ,,CnnifiK,
project is pressing along at a
steadypace. The foundation for
the Boys' and Girls' Club has
been finished, and Dobelle ex-
pects the Club to be completed
by late May or earlyjune of this
year. He hopes thatCommunity
Service programs will grow and
expand as a result of this addi-
see DOBELLE on page seven
Hillary Clinton To Visit
Campus on Wednesday
Child Care To Be Focus of First
Lady's Trip to Trinity
BY DAN BERMAN
News Editor
First Lady Hillary Rodham1-'
Clinton is scheduled to visit
Trinity College on Wednesday,
January 28. During her two-
hour stay on campus, Mrs.
Clinton will visit the Trinity
Child Care Center and host a
six-member panel discussion
on child care in the Washington
Room of Mather Hall.
Following President Clinton's
State of the Union Address
Tuesday night, Mrs. Clinton and
other members of the adminis-
tration are fanning across the
country to promote and discuss
issues raised in President
Clinton's speech. Child care is
expected to be a highlight in the
address and is considered to be
a favorite cause of Mrs. Clinton.
Members of the Trinity com-
munity can get tickets to the
panel discussion through a lot-
tery system. Those with tickets
Washington Room. Television
monitors will also be set up in
the Mather Dining Hall for stu-
dents to watch a simulcast of
the panel discussion. Following
the event, Mrs. Clinton will go
downstairs and speak with stu-
dents in the Dining Hall.
President Dobelle is looking
forward to the First Lady's visit
WWW.WH1TEHOUSE.GOV
First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton
to Trinity, stating, "We're very
proud that the First Lady is
coming. It's a long-standing in-
vitation to her that she's taken."
Dobelle has known Hillary
Clinton since they were both
involved in the Massachusetts
Young Republicans while she
was a student at WeUesky Col-
Student Government Presi-
dent Bill Mahoney '99 said, "I'm
excited that she's coming to
Trinity. It's a great opportunity
for students to meet a very in-
dependent woman.
"It's good to see that she's still
coming to Trinity-the work of
the government still goes on de-
spite one's personal trials."
Computer Use Impacts Academics
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Senior Editor
This is the second of a two-part
scries exploring technology at
Trinity.
, . In the classroom, professors
are incorporating new com-
puter programs and resources
as learning materials tocompli-
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merit lectures and assignments.
The Trinity network hosts
many servers and programs
that allow students and profes-
sors alike to communicate out-
side of class meetings. In
addition to on campus re-
sources, more and more profes-
sors are beginning to use the
World Wide Web as a resource
for their students.
The Computer Services De-
partment has consultants and
research specialists who can
recommend software to profes-
sors and provide workshops
and opportunities for teachers
to learn how to access and use
these new programs.
Professor of American Stud-
ies Paul Lauter has become par-
ticularly involved in using
technology in his classroom, as
well as in his work outside of
Trinity. Lauter teaches Intro-
duction to American Literature
classes in both the fall and the
spring semesters. As these are
introductory survey classes,
they tend to have between 40
and 60 students. This size,
Lauter feels, makes discussion
difficult. His educational phi-
losophy is that students learn
from each other as much as
from the professor, and there-
fore need to be able to interact.
In the past, Lauter used dis-
cussion groups in class to go
over the material. However, he
found these to be generally un-
productive, and for the past
three years has used online dis-
cussion groups on Pacerforum
and the updated web-based ver-
sion of Pacerforum known as
Yapp. Students are asked to post
responses to the reading and
then respond to each other.
Lauter has found that students
use the online groups in a more
productive way than the in class
discussion groups.
In addition to getting stu-
dents to interact on the net-
work, Lauter feels the internet is
becoming an increasingly im-
portant tool for learning. In or-
der to introduce his students to
the useful resources on the web,
Lauter "hot links" his syllabus to
web sites with information rel-
evant to the class. Students are
then asked to look at four sites
over the semester and discuss
the extent to which they relate
to the readings.
According to Lauter, the
internet has some useful sites,
but also has a huge amount of
useless information. "No one
see INNOVATION on page five
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A Call For Quality Over Quantity
What do Amherst, Williams, Stanford, Princeton, Bowdoin, Colgate, and Harvard all
have in common? In addition to securing some of the most highly sought after posi-
tions in USNewsand World Report's annual list of top rate colleges and universities, all
of these renowned institutions require students to enroll in only four classes per semes-
ter. Requiring four credits per semester is remarkably common among prestigious uni-
versities throughout the US, and it is a policy which at very least warrants consideration
at Trinity.
At face value, decreasing the number of classes a student must enroll in appears to be
a weak academic strategy; however, if one considers the rationale and success of this
policy "at these preeminent institutions, the benefits become evident.
Perhaps one of the most salient goals of an undergraduate education is to pursue rig-
orous study in concentrated areas of interest. Simply doing the math indicates that
adding a fifth class translates into a significant increase in the amount of time spent
both in and out of the classroom. While allotting more time overall to school work is
not a negative concept, one must consider whether this time is being spent efficiently.
It is much more beneficial to study a particular subject matter in depth than to spread
oneself out thinly across the broad spectrum of the curriculum.
Somewhat surprisingly, course load is not a concern limited strictly to the student
body. It is common for professors to advise that a student "lighten their load" or take no
more than two classes in their major area of study. The reasoning behind this is cer-
tainly not that a professor "refuses to allow" a student to learn Shakespeare, Toni
Morrison, and Virginia Woolf in the same semester, but rather that professors under-
stand the time commitment attached to each course. Quantity is certainly no substi-
tute for quality.
Undoubtedly, this change would render an overall tightening of Trinity's loosely knit
curriculum by creating a more intense academic focus. The amount of credit granted
for "extras" such as internships, gym classes, advanced placement exams and acting as
a teaching assistant would have to be rethought as the aim of requiring four classes is
neither to allow an easy way out nor to induce an early graduation. Rather, in place of
these "filler" forms of credit, both the expectations and the content of academic courses
could be heightened.
Altering Trinity's requirement from nine to eight credits per year will not only give
the curriculum the structure it lacks, but this change will also increase the academic
value of each credit.
vmny
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
ConnPIRG takes Action
To the Editor:
1 was interested to read the
opinion piece in last week's Tri-
pod, "Awareness Programs Blind
to the Issues." While I agree with
the author's insight that aware-
ness in itself is not the answer
to all of today's problems, I
wanted to point out why Trin-
talking about student projects,
rasing their awareness, but also
urging everyone to get involved.
ConnPIRG allows many of us to
get active, to do more than talk
about the problem — from river
cleanups to improvements of
campus recycling programs.
Last semester ConnPIRG
gathered and delivered hun-
...students support ConnPIRG because it
is an organization that goes beyond just
awareness; it takes action.
ity students continue to vote
every two years to assess them-
selves a refundable fee and pool
their funds to support our
ConnPIRG chapter. If not for all
of the opportunities and re-
sources having a chapter pro-
vides our campus community,
students support ConnPIRG
because it is an organization
that goes beyond just awareness;
it takes action.
Already this semester repre-
sentatives from the organiza-
tion are in classes and at tables
dreds of signatures to Repre-
sentatives Nancy Johnson (R)
and Barbara Kennelly (D) in
support of strengthening the
Endangered Species Act. Rep-
resentativejohnson has become
a cosponsor of the bill. Now
there's some action that focuses
on the issue.
Sincerely,
JoAnn Kester,
ConnPIRG and
Kelley Carnwath,
Vice-Chair ConnPIRG
Super Sunday
The Super Bowl is the most watched television event of the year.
The network bidding for the game is ferocious. The hype starts
months in advance. Average price of a thirty-second commer-
cial during the game: $13 million. Here's what you may have
missed: '
Those wacky iguanas
Countless minutes of enter-
tainment. Next time, kill
the frogs.
"Bitter-Sweat Symphony" t Congrats to Verve. They're
_ on their way to becoming
* the next Chumbawumba.
The Pre-Game At times insightful, but way
too long.
Cave Party Platters
A • Edible, convenient, and
j | downright/lex-ible. Kudos
to Jon Small.
Jewel Great voice, nice... uh... shoes.
Evil Beaver We don't know what they're
selling, but we'll take two.
Motown Half time Show Bring back Jewel. And her
shoes.
Football
Let's not forget the game.
Cheers to John Elway for
winning. Jeers to John
Elway for speaking.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via: , .
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
•E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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ANDREW PETERSON
Opinion Editor
You probably won't believe
this, but through numerous
scientific studies and years of
research it has been proven
that roughly eighty percent of
all people can be classified as
what the experts commonly
refer to as "Stupid." Now I know
what you're thinking. You're
thinking: "Holy cow! Eighty
percent? What if I'm Stupid?
What ever will I do?" Well,
don't worry. Stupidity can only
be contracted through ex-
tended and frequent conversa-
tion with the infected, just like
Obesity. In fact, the vast major-
ity of the Stupid were born car-
riers of the disease. These four
billion people live primarily in
Europe, Canada, and West
Virgina, and the odds of being
. able to have such a conversa-
tion with them are slim to
none. But don't let that lull you
into a false sense of security.
You are still at risk. So to help
you, the faithful reader, through
what could potentially be a
highly traumatic phase of your
life, I've gone out of my way to
let you in the privacy of your
own home determine whether
or not you are in fact Stupid.
Question #1: Do you find
yourself frequently making
loud, goat-like noises either be-
fore, during, or after vomiting
all over yourself and others?
Question #2: Do you often
fantasize about attending an
all-nude taping of Jerry
Springerl
Question #3: Do you find
that your parents and siblings
have a tendency to call you
"Chief"?
Question #4: Do you spend
more than twenty-five dollars
a week on goldfish and goldfish
related accessories?
Question #5: Do you still
have the ticket stubs from the
last time you saw a Tupac
movie?
Question #6: Do you feel vali-
dated by fulfilling socioeco-
nomic and racially based
stereotypes either within your
own class grouping or a radi-
cally different one to which
you have transcended?
Question #7: Is your name
"Chief"?
If you answered "Yes, of
course I did and what's wrong
wi thJerry?", you are likely to be
in the advanced stages of Stu-
pidity. Do not leave your room,
talk to others, or exhale. But
fear not; there is a cure. Unfor-
tunately, I'm out of space so
you'll just have to wait until
next time. Stupid. SMELLS LIKE TEAM SPIRIT... OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT.
BY CLAY PERRY
Opinion Writer
The opening of the gates at
the end of Vernon St. will posi-
tively affect Trinity. What must
be realized is that the removal
of the Vernon St. gates does not
simply imply a physical activ-
ity. What the opening of the
gates really signifies is the real-
ization that Trinity cannot stay
cooped up within the walls of
its campus forever. In order for
the school to be fully recog-
nized as, y^l-rotyjded,jrj||jku-
na^-^wPw^A&Ss mufPfce
exposed to the people, places,
sights and sounds of our sur-
rounding neighborhood.
By staying huddled together
within the confines of the cam-
pus, we rarely experience the
true meaning of diversity, and
instead we live in an almost
completely homogenous atmo-
sphere. To become more aware
of what is in store for us after
our parents stop paying our
bills, we must walk the streets
of Hartford and experience
things first-hand.
As of now, we students take
pleasure in our seclusion due to
the fact that we think we will
be shot or mugged if we venture
outside the gates.
However, .theiopening of the
gates is the commencement of
the process that will rid our fear
of events like that occurring.
We are not simply allowing the
community to come in; we are
also allowing ourselves to go
out.
Trinity will establish new
schools and other centers for
education and social assis-
tance. These actions are
Trinity's method of expand-
ing into the community. With
this expansion, Trinity will
provide its students with
more opportunities to explore
the lives of the people who
surround us.
In turn, those opportuni-
ties will increase our aware-
ness of events we may not
have experienced when Trin-
iga stjoodgaJoof in its £ta&ry
With the increases in safety,
cleanliness, and attractive-
ness of the surrounding
neighborhood, new commer-
cial businesses will be drawn
into the area. That means
shopping, entertainment, and
possibly, more bars! Tell me,
who can say no to another
bar!? Seriously, though; no
longer will we have to com-
plain about the fact that there
is nothing to do in Hartford.
Instead, some of coolest hot-
spots may spring up a short
distance away from, our
dorms.
Unfortunately for we stu-
dents currently attending
Trinity, no benefits will be im-
mediately recognized. How-
ever, we must not be selfish.
Instead we must realize that
the benefits of removing the
gates will be invaluable to the
surrounding communities
and the school itself in the
long run.
...and
in this
Borntr
BY ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Writer
Will
Trinity's
plan to
open
Vernon
Street
create
more
problems
than it will
solve?
Recently there has been
much talk of opening the gate
that blocks off Vernon Street to
car traffic. If the plan that is
currently on the table is imple-
mented, not only would the
street be open to car traffic, but
it would also be made into a
symbolic entrance to the col-
lege. A move like this by Trin-
ity would have major
rarn^^ations across r,J||fc|Qard,.
AfPfrtiportant issuefo exam-
ine when considering the open-
ing of Vernon Street is what, if
any, safety concerns might
arise.
Trinity is not located in the
best of neighborhoods. Thegate
at the end of Vernon Street is
needed to discourage a certain
number of people from enter-
ing the Trinity campus to make
trouble. The gate being placed
where it is makes people who
might causally come on cam-
pus and cause trouble think
twice about doing so. If the gate
is open anybody and everybody
can pour up Vernon Street.
Outcomes could include in-
creases in theft, confrontations
with Trinity students, and an
overall crime increase on cam-
pus.
In addition to safety con-
cerns, opening the Vernon
Str.eet gate will invite a flood of
traffic on the Trinity campus.
There is already a great deal of
traffic on Vernon Street, and
although it is not the perfect
situation, the current level is
bearable. Remember that
Vernon Street is not like most
other city streets.. On the
weekends the problem would
be even greater. 'The Vernon
Center and a lot of Trinity's
Fraternities and Sororities are
located north of Vernon.
Imagine hundreds of drunk
people crisscrossing Vernon
with cars speeding up and
down the street. This kind of
rio oblems written
I can understand that in an
attempt to improve relations
with the neighborhood Trin-
ity wants to make a symbolic
gesture of friendship by open-
ing the gate at the end of
Vernon Street. However, I
think that opening the gate
will in fact have the opposite
effect; it will strain relations
between Trinity and the resi-
dents of Frog Hollow. If crime
and traffic on campus in-
creases as a result of the gates
being opened, then students,
faculty, and administration
alike will be suspicious and
apprehensive of the inhabit-
ants of Frog Hollow. Trinity is
working hard to improve the
neighborhood and 1 would
hate to see that put injeopardy
just because a gate is opened.
Perhaps Robert Frost said it
best in his poem The Mending
Wall, "Good fences make good
neighbors."
ARE CLASSES AT TRINITY TOO LIBERAL?
ETHAN
CARLSON '01
"No, they're just
alternative view-
points. You can
hold your own
conservative view
and he fine."
CRAIG
ANDERSON '99
"No,
definitely
not."
REED
WlLMERDING '01
"Um, no. They
just suck."
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Our Library
Simply
Doesn't
Stack Up
BY MIKE ENGEL
Opinion Writer
Whenever I overhear parents dis-
cussing Trinity College, invariably I
hear descriptionsof "a beautiful cam-
pus setting and a place offering end-
less opportunities."
. . . when I sit down to
study, the library
furniture looks and feels
like vintage 1950
Howard Johnson's-
dirty and uncomfortable.
And whenever I tell someone I am
a Trinity student I also typically hear
a favorable ring that "[Trinity is] a
great school with a top rate academic
reputation." Of course, while not
rated at the level of Harvard or Yale, I
agree that a Trinity student receives
a well balanced, worthwhile educa-
tion. Frankly, I feel good when 1 hear
people make these flattering remarks
about the institution 1 have chosen to
receive my undergraduate education.
Yes, I agree that Trinity is a gener-
ally attractive-looking and academi-
cally challenging college.
With this being said, I am be-
fuddled and cannot understand why
the Trinity College library is such a
physically unattractive and uninvit-
ing place to work. It is important to
note that the library staff is ex-
tremely helpful, and the student
workers always most ready to pro-
vide assistance in researching infor-
mation.
Unfortunately the library's physi-
cal appearance and study atmo-
sphere are so poor that the facility is
simply an ineffective place in which
to study. Trinity College's most tra-
ditional center of learning simply
doesn't cut it as an appealing place in
which to study and learn.
When I enter the library, the first
problem I encounter is poor lighting.
The lights are old and their illumina-
tion grossly inadequate. One of the
most important aspects of a good
study area is adequate lighting. How
can one read if they cannot properly
see? Then, when 1 sit down to study,
the library furniture looks and feels
like vintage 1950 Howard Johnson's—
dirty and uncomfortable. As I walk
around the library it is nearly impos-
sible to ignore the worn, stained rug
that runs throughout the building.
The physical layout is simply ugly
and ineffective.
Our library has an impressive
number of texts to offer; 850,000 vol-
umes in all. I have often been suc-
cessfulin'finding information for
research papers. For this resourceful-
ness and the library's previously-
mentioned quality customer service,
the College and library administra-
tors are to be congratulated.
Yet this paradox prevails: despite
having the content of a first class col-
lege library, the overall physical aura
that looms within our library is so
uninviting and unpleasant that it is
hard to motivate oneself to study
there.
Until College administrators ac-
knowledge and correct this glaring
problem, I'm afraid our library will
remain only the occasionally-used
place it has become.
Junior Fellows Undermine System
Funds allocated for J.E's should he used more efficiently
BY JANUARY COHEN
Opinion Writer
In the near future the college, in de-
termining whether to maintain the
Junior Fellows program, will have to
assess the program's success. To do
that, the role of the program will
have to be articulated clearly and
neatly. Here is my impression, plain
and simple:
The Junior Fellows have been
mandated to improve the quality of
the residence experience and, to do
so, to build communities in the
dorms. A noble task at first glance
and one, according to recent Tripod
articles, which has produced positive
results. In deference to the nature of
the question, we should leave it to the
dorm students to make the ultimate
determination.
Having said that, let me shine a
light on the issue in the fond hope I
may light the students on their way
(like the program itself, one might
say). TheJ.F. program presumably
costs this college and, therefore, this
campus, a healthy dollar: let that
money be spent on the improvement
of the quality of life, all right, but in
a more intelligent manner.
The J.E's, through no fault of their
own, but rather as a direct conse-
quence of their function, have per-
tion where the two sides have in-
creasingly pigeonholed and dehu-
manized each other, similar to a
prison guard - inmate relationship. I
urge the college to thwart this in-
The J.E's, through no fault of their own, . . .have
performed a real and serious disservice to the residence
experience by undermining and attempting to usurp
the authority of the RA's.
formed a real and serious disservice
to the residence experience by un-
dermining and attempting to usurp
the authority of the R.A,'s. Residen-
tial life used to be run by the stu-
dents, for the students.
The college has attempted to
modify the system by using young
college graduates, perhaps under the
pretense of maintaining the sem-
blance of a student run program.
Clearly this has not happened. The
J.F.'s have been brought onto a cam-
pus where they have little room to
forge personal relationships with the
other members of their "commu-
nity."
This has naturally led to a situa-
creasingly hostile condition.
I mentioned earlier that I feel the
money used towards the program
could be used in many different ways
that would more drastically improve
life at Trinity. I do not purport to have
knowledge or understanding of the
college's allocation of funds. But I can
think of several places that the
money could go; perhaps to physi-
cally improving the dorms, to im-
proving safety on campus, towards
student activities arid S.G. A., or most
importantly, to Financial Aid. I chal-
lenge all students to challenge Resi-
dential Life and the college on the
function and success of the Junior
Fellows.
Internships: Worth the Hassle?
BY EMILY OSBORNE
Opinion Writer
Want to give yourself a scare? Try
looking at your resume. As many of
us are starting to realize, the summer
job hunt is creeping up on us a little
too quickly for my liking. Want to
scare yourself even more? Try find-
ing an internship to fill that empty
space in your resume. .
I always thought my life looked
fairly complete on paper. I'm involved
nothing from the paper, I gave the guy
a call just to make sure he had re-
ceived my information. Turns out, he
had lost my envelope, so I had to fax
all the material (which, by the way is
ridiculously expensive.) Again, after
hearing nothing a week later, I tried
to call again, only to play phone tag
for six weeks. It got so bad that the
receptionist at the paper started to
recognize my voice.
By this point, the end of the semes-
ter was drawing near, and time was
running out. So much for getting a
/ now have nothing to show for three months of phone
tag but a vacant slot in my resume, and an Internship
Directory full of wrong numbers and ghost employees.
in class council, have an on campus
job, and write for the school paper.
But somehow, having a nonacademic
commitment almost every day just
doesn't cut it. My resume has a hole,
and 1 thought that the perfect solu-
tion would be an internship. I figured
with the experience I gained working
in the "real world," even if all it really
entailed was fetching coffee and
making copies, I would be better
equipped to get a decent, paying job
for the summer. However, my quick-
fix solution to this gap in my life was
not as easy to fill as 1 had hoped. In
fact, I'm no closer to completing my
resume now than I was three months
ago when I began my hunt for this
resume perfecter.
Last reading week, I decided to get
a jump start on finding an internship
for this semester. As I am consider-
ing going into journalism after
graduation, my first step was to get
in touch with all of the local news-
papers. Using the Internship Direc-
tory that the school provides, I called
the people listed as contacts at these
various establishments, only to find
that the Directory is way out of date,
and that half of the people listed as
contacts are no longer employed by
the papers listed.
After finally finding out the right
people to talk to, and deciding which
paper I wanted to pursue, I quickly
sent in my resume and a couple of
articles that 1 had written in the past.
About a week later, after hearing
head start. The week before exams, I
was finally able to go in for an inter-
view, and meet face to face with the
guy whose voice mail I had gotten to
know so intimately. Much to my cha-
grin, the interview was a disaster. I
was told that I didn't have nearly as
much experience as he was looking
for, (excuse me, but isn't that why I
wanted to work there in the first
place...to get experience?) and that he
also required at least twenty-five
hours a week. Needless to say, I left
the downtown office completely
frustrated and belittled. How was 1
supposed to handle a twenty-five
hour work week when the'#«•«*«**
only requires eight for an internship,
and still keep up with my classes and
other commitments? While I under-
stand and appreciate the merits of
time management, there simply
aren't enough hours in the day to fit
everything in.
The internship of fice of fered no so-
lace. "If they want twenty-five hours
a week, then give them twenty-five
hours." No thank you. My only op-
tion was to try to negotiate different
hours with the paper, but six
unreturned calls later, I finally gave
up all hope. I now have nothing to
show for three months of phone tag
but a vacant slot in my resume, and
an Internship Directory full of wrong
numbers and ghost employees. I
guess maybe I'll spend my summer
flipping burgers and washing cars
instead of making coffee for the big
guys in the "real world."
HE/IDLINE: SUPERBOWI SPURS RECORD POMESTIC VIOLENCE.
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SGA Elections Fill
Vacated Positions
BY PAUL PULTAR
News Writer
This past Thursday, the Stu-
dent Government Association
held elections to determine four
positions: Executive Vice Presi-
dent, and three at large posi-
tions. According to President
Bill Mahoney, the SGA was both
pleased and excited about the
new officers and the voter turn-
out.
Those newly appointed offic-
ers include Executive Vice Presi-
dent Megan Fowler '99, as well
as members-at-large Charles
Botts '01, Jim Valerio '00 and
Michael York '99. According to
SGA officials, turnout for the
vote was the best in recent years.
Fowler said, "[rm] looking for-
ward to and interesting semes-
ter with good people in SGA.
There are a lot of new faces and
I've heard a lot of good things
about them.
"I'm going to try my best to
fill the role of Vice President
that Darrick (Mello) mapped
out and expand upon it."
Charles Botts explained his
reasons for joining SGA, stating,
"1 was attracted to how involved
in student life and campus ac-
tivities SGA is.
"I also want to get Imani more
involved in SGA and campus
activities."
Jim Valerio was President of
the Freshman Class Committee
last year and "thought being an
at-large member would be the
best way to represent the whole
campus."
Michael York, an Everett, MA
native, returned this semester
from studying abroad. York,
"feels that more representation
from various grade levels
should provide fresh ideas and
new outlooks to the same prob-
lems."
Newly Elected SGA Vice President
Megan Fowler'99.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
Professors Add to Classrooms
With Technology Innovations
continued from page one
has yet developed good handles
to evaluate web sites as to their
usefulness for students in
courses," said Lauter. "In an elec-
tronic world, students need to
learn to evaluate what is valid
to help them gain critical evalu-
ation skills." He uses his class-
on the web. Trinity is a test site
for the program which has been
used in American Studies
classes as another medium for
analyzing and understanding
American culture. Lauter com-
mented, "we can't try to revolu-
tionize the use of academic
technology on the internet.
rather than dealing with sub-
stantive issues in their papers
that should be addressed."
She stopped using Docex in
the fall of 1996, however, be-
cause more students were com-
ing to Trinity with PCs instead
of Macs. "I found that I was
spending too much time deal-
Utilizing technology in the classroom in Trinity's Engineering Department
has become the norm for students and faculty.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
room to build this awareness.
Outside of the classroom, Pro-
fessor Lauter also tries to distin-
guish between what is useful on
the internet and what is not. He
cautions students and profes-
sors alike not to rely on the web
too much, as the library is still
the most useful source of factual
information. However, as a pro-
fessor in American Studies,
t Lauter is particularly interested
and involved in the American
Studies Association Crossroads
web site run by Georgetown
University.
The Crossroads site has hun-
dreds of resources on American
history and culture, making it
one of the best academic sites
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
"Hell No, He Won't Go" shout 2,000 at UF rally
Two thousand supporters rallied around University of Florida President John
Lombardi at a gathering outside his home Thursday evening. Lornbardi's reference to
the newly appointed Chancellor Adam Herbert as being an "oreo" caused quite a stir
throughout the Southeast. The rally was organized by student government,
community members, faculty and local politicians who desired to support the
embattled educator. The rally was meant as a protest to the decision of the 14-member
Board of Regents declaring that Lombardi must resign the Presidency of the University
of Florida System. Thirty Florida State Senators have written letters to the Board on the
President's behalf.
Trial Creates Date Rape Awareness at Virginia
A recent date rape case at the University of Virginia has raised awareness of sexual
assault on campus to a new level. Although the case was dismissed, it still has been seen
as representing the date rape problem at colleges in America. In this particular case a
senior allegedly slipped a wide array of drugs including Valium and Librium into an
anonymous female's drink at a sorority party. He then allegedly sexually assaulted her
later in the evening. The case was dismissed by the Circuit Court judge for lack of
sufficient evidence. The dismissal of the case has caused an uproar on the Virginia
campus that has rippled across America.
Jay Shuler the University Judiciary Committee on Sexual Assault Co-Chairman,
stated that "any time a sexual assault case is dismissed in court, it represents a setback to
stopping these heinous activities from occurring frequently at universities across the
country."
u wire, Jan uary 23,1997
Rather, we have to try out news
sites and programs and see if
they work. It is all a learning
process."
While Professor Lauter has
used internet and technological
resources extensively on cam-
pus, he is by no means the only
professor incorporating tech-
nology into the classroom. One
resource on the network that
has become particularly popu-
lar is Image Access, a'program
which allows professors to post
images on the network for stu-
dents to view instead of going
to the slide library in Halden
Hall. This allows more students
to view more images. Professor
Ellison Findly is using Image
Access in her Buddhist Art class
for the first time this semester.
Professor Jan Cohn also used
Image Access in the American
Studies junior seminar last se-
mester to provide students with
images' of the American West.
A second popular resource
with professors is Docex, a
server on the Trinity network
which allows professors to cre-
ate folders for their classes. Stu-
dents can drop papers into the
folder to be reviewed'by.both
ing with computer related
problems, which was taking
class time away from writing
instruction and help," com-
mented Butos. This is an com-
mon concern in that because
the programs are new to both
students and their professors,
too much class time is spent try-
ing to learn the programs and
not the actual relevant material.
Furthermore, many first year
students come tocampus with-
out much computer experience
and have trouble formatting pa-
pers for shared network use.
Another resource for profes-
sors and students is the Class
Software folder which holds
programs such as Mathmatica,
Bio Tutor and EcoBeaker as well
as other programs designed to
help students learn new con-
cepts.
Dana Proyect '98, a Biology
major, feels that technology is
too often used in the classroom
without proper instruction on
how the programs work. While
students learn to use simple
programs like Cricket Graph,
they do. not learn more useful
applications, such as Microsoft
Excel "Utilizing network com-
"No one has yet developed good handles to
evaluate web sites as to their usefulness for
students in courses. In an electronic world,
students need to learn to evaluate what is
valid to help them gain critical evaluation
skills." -Paul Lauter
peers and professors.
Professor Cindy Butos in the
English department has mixed
feelings about her use of the
server in the past: "I liked hav-
ing students review each others'
work electronically because
students tended to concentrate
on the "macro" issues of the text:
thesis, argument, organization,
evidence," said Butos. "When
commenting on a hard copy,
students tend to do too much
editing and grammar checking
on these early drafts. Noting
these "micro" errors is often
counter-productive because
writers then concentrate their
energy on revising these errors
puter programs are an essential
part of our education that will
be useful in the 'real world.'
Therefore, separate classes
should be offered in which
these programs are taught, so
that students are not learning
both the course material and
the software all at once," said
Proyect.
Overall, increased technol-
ogy on campus has received a
positive reaction from students
and faculty alike, Some feel it is
difficult to implement in the
classroom, but most find it a
useful way to increase the
amount of learning that goes on
outside of class meetings.
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Faculty Discusses Place In Trinity Dialogue
continued from page one
size of the student body. The
major concern is that the college
should be striving for stringent
admission procedures at this
time, which is not conductive to
growth. One result of the larger
student population is that some
students must now live on
Hudson Street, making life un-
comfortable for them. Most resi-
dents just grin and bear it, and
some even choose to live there,
but the majority of Hudson
Street residents are not at all
happy with their living situa-
tion, feeling cut off from the
school and its social life. Some
faculty members feel as though
the HudsonStreet situation is il-
lustrative of what happens
when the good of the college is
placed before the good of its-in-
dividual members and that
Hudson Street is only one of the
symptoms arising from a
greater problem. These ex-
amples are emblematic of some
of the faculty's concern that "no
decision as important as that is
made without [our] consensus
or 'on the fly,'" according to Pro-
fessor Chatfield.
In response, Dean of Faculty
Raymond Baker stated that,
"obviously, the size, composi-
tion, and residential experience
of the student body are a sub-
ject of scrutiny. And they
should be. How we as an ad-
ministration and a faculty man-
age our responsibilities and
how we might work together
more effectively to improve un-
dergraduate education—our
primary and shared objective-
are topics of legitimate concern.
"We are all committed to pro-
viding students with the best
possible education... There are
many ways to produce these
outcomes—not just one—so full
and frank discussion among
faculty and between faculty
and administrators at this time
is healthy and necessary."
Some see this faculty/admin-
istration rift as a result of uni-
versal change that all of higher
education is currently experi-
encing. In an age of U.S. News
and World Report rankings and
cuthroat hiring practices, the
perceived quality of a college
and its reputation are allegedly
based on its ability to "produce"
better students than its com-
petitors.
According to Professor of Phi-
losophy Richard T. Lee, it is at
this point that a school becomes
more of a corporation, and less
of a sacred place of learning.
When the school needs to do
things "by the numbers," it be-
comes merely another clog in
the economic system, more
akin to a pricey retail store than
an "agent of civilization" which
imparts universal and eternal
truths in the minds of its stu-
dents.
Both the faculty and the ad-
ministration agree that in these
turbulent times, debate is essen-
tial for the health and well be-
ing of the school. President
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Dobelle has claimed to have
layed everything out on the
table, and urges all members of
the Trinity community to come
to him with any questions they
need answers to.
Dean Baker agrees, stating, "If
we are to move forward, we need
to talk together honestly and se-
riously about what our shared
future should be. I know that
President Dobelle and I are com-
mitted to listening, responding,
planning carefully, and finding
the common ground where all
the voices of our community
can be heard and where we can
build together."
On The Beat
Cash or Credit?
Campus Safety is looking for a suspicious person
who has spent the past several weeks milling about
campus befriending students. Campus Safety considers
this person a suspect in several credit card thefts.
The suspect, described as a black male, 35-45 years
old, 6 ft, 175-185 pounds, with a moustache, light
complexion and a bald head, was seen in the Mather
bookstore at 3:30 PM on Friday, attempting to purchase
three items of clothing. Campus Safety also removed
the same person from the Cave on Monday afternoon,
upon which he fled eastward toward Broad Street.
The description came from a witness who saw the
suspect removing credit cards from a bag in the Life
Science Center in October.
"We are encouraged that one of the persons
victimized can make a positive identification," said
Director of Campus safety Brian Kelly.
Coat Check, Please
The snowstorm on January 17 brought coat thieves
along with it. A student reported a black three-quarter
length coat missing from a closet in Cleo in the early
morning hours. The coat contained identification and
personal papers. Also on the 17th, a student reported a
coat missing from a second-floor women's'Tfestroom in.--',-
North Campus. There are no suspects at this time.
Don't Smoke It All At Once
There was a fire Thursday night in Elton 311 at 8:27
PM. The Hartford Fire Department responded and the
fire was contained. When Campus Safety officers
arrived on the scene, however, they also found a plastic
bag of Marijuana sitting on the desk. The fire is believed
to have started in a wastebasket, al though HFD
continues to investigate. Campus Safety has turned over
all information regarding the Marijuana to the Office of
Residential Life.
Super Brawl XXXII
A fight Sunday night at the Tap left one Hartford
resident with blood gushing from his face as a result of a
bottle being smashed over his head during a barroom
brawl following the Super Bowl.
According to eyewitnesses, the melee started when
the man, following a war of words, kicked a barstool into
a Trinity student at the bar. The student, along with his
friends, responded with flying fists and chairs as well,
and the rumble was on.
Hartford Police were called in and broke up the
fight.
Under The Boardwalk No More
There was a small room fire in Boardwalk 202 at
11:10 PM on Sunday, January 18. Campus Safety believes
"careless smoking" to be the cause. Items damaged
included a sofa, twelve-inch television set and CD player.
No Parking In Convenient Spots
Once again, Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly
reminds students, faulty and staff that parking in the
Mather driveway and handicapped spaces without
placards is prohibited, and cars parked illegally are
subject to tow. Also, student parking in the Seabury and
Jarvis lots after 8:00 AM on weekdays is prohibited. Kelly
recommends students use the Broad and Vernon Lot or
the Ferris Athletic Center lot.
Compiled by Dan Herman
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Dobelle Overviews
'State' of Trinity
continued from page one
tion to the community. The
schools in the Learning Corri-
dor are expected to be open by
September 1999 or January
2000, The one minor problem
with the project is the discovery
of bus elevators buried under
the lot, which will need to be
excavated before the construc-
tion of the schools can proceed.
The mass renovations to the
campus, known as the Master
Plan, continue to be considered
financially and in terms of ac-
tual construction. The new dor-
mitory, currently scheduled to
be placed adjacent to LSC, is be-
ing reconsidered as it may cause
problems for the laboratories
and facilities at LSC and MCEC.
President Dobelle also
quelled fears about the opening
of Vernon Street, stating that the
road will not be opened "until
the neighborhood has funda-
mentally changed... probably in
January or June, of 2000."
Dobelle added that the gate
planned for the intersection of
Broad and Vernon Streets will
only be open only during day-
light weekday hours, respond-
ing to security and safety fears.
Dobelle regards the issue of
late night parties as "compli-
cated for me on a personal level
and on a presidential level. I'm
a human being and I have dif-
ferent feelings on the same
subject:..! can't kid myself and
all of a sudden presume that
because I'm now 52, that I for-
got that I was once 21." While
the President sees the validity of
both arguments, he believes
that the best way to solve the is-
sue of Wednesday and Thurs-
day night parties is to change
the fundamental nature of aca-
demics, claiming, "if the stu-
dents aren't engaged, then I have
to first assume that the college
hasn't done enough to engage
them. Either we're not tough
enough in the classroom,- or
we're not exciting enough at the
institution with speakers and
events." Nonetheless, Dobelle
acknowledges that a distinction
should be made between week-
night and weekend late night
party policy.
Following the extensive reno-
vations to the Umoja House,
there has been discussion on
campus regarding the parity of
the various theme houses on
campus. Dobelle said that a ma-
jor factor in the decision to reno-
vate the house and maintain its
position on Vernon Street was
the support of the black alumni
who provided much of the fi-
nancing for the project. While
some groups may not have the
history or the extensive support
enjoyed by others, the President
Roe v. Wade Case Observed
Connecticut residents celebrate the silver AUX PECK
anniversary of the Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
decision legalizing abortion.
stated his willingness to assist
them in improving their houses.
Nonetheless, Dobelle expressed
his goal to reach a point when
all members of the community
"are celebrated equally such
that everyone feels comfortable
being everywhere and don't
need the support of the various
ethnic houses. However, we're
not there yet and if the houses
are going to be a part of the
campus, you might as well do it
right."
Finally, President Dobelle ex-
amined the diversity and com-
position of the school. When
asked to reply to the claim that
Trinity's population is homog-
enous, Dobelle said, "I don't
think it's a claim, I think it's
fact." However, he points out
that the college is making ef-
forts towards the goal of diver-
sity, which can be seen in the
freshman class demographics
and the efforts to hire more mi-
norities in the faculty. Dobelle
states that the ultimate goal is
when "kids don't feel a necessity
to congregate together out of
almost a defensiveness because
they feel so much in the minor-
ity." He also applauded the in-
creasing geographic diversity of
the student body, pointing out
that California has recently be-
come the state with the fourth
most applicants. While Trinity
is doing better, he believes that
the high tuition and its location
in New England can act as bar-
riers to attaining a more heter-
ogenous campus.
WORLD NEWS
Lewinsky Speaks to Special
Prosecutor Starr
: Former White House intern Monica Lewinsky has made a com-
plete statement to Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr in a bid to
gain legal immunity, says her lawyer, William Ginsburg, "We have •
made a complete offer to the Office of the Independent Counsel,"
he told reporters Monday evening. "[Starr] has indicated that he
will consider our complete offer and he will then call us back and
tell us what'he wants to do." Presumably, she would be granted
immunity in exchange for backing away from her earlier sworn
denial.of a sexual relationship with the President. Lewinsky's
scheduled appearance Tuesday morning before a federal grand
jury has been put off for the time being.;
Should Lewinsky receive immunity, it could represent a huge
setback to the White House and Clinton's efforts to clear his name.
Monday night, Ginsburg told CNN, "As far as I am concerned, Starr
has a one-witness case." Sources claim Whitewater Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr has suggested during negotiations
 ;dvef
whether Lewinsky would be given immunity from prosecution
that she take a lie detector test--the results of which are invalid in
court. Starr's office recommended the lie detector test, the source
said, to help assess Lewinsky's credibility. ;
: ;;;, •:;. ; v CNN interactive,January 26,1998 ;;
President Clinton Denies Affair - >.;.
InastatementMondaymorning,PresidentBillClintonrepeated ;
: his flatdenial of chargesthathe had an affair with former White ;
Hbuseinterh Monica! Lewinsky and therradvised her to lieabbut
t h e a f f a i r t q i n ^ s t i g a t o r s . ::: • : • ••; v • ' : ^ \ f y ^ : . ^ " ' - : : - . ' - " y " ' - - \ . ' [ •:"'i;~
:
 * li waht to say one thingto the: Americanpeople. I want you to
;
 listervto me.;, Ididnot have sexual relations with that woman, Miss
iewinskyi" Clinton ;said Monday; during a White House: after-,
school cafe event, "I, never told.anybody tolie,. not a single timey
Never.: These.allegations are false. And/1 need togoback to work."
The president offertdnp more detailed explanation ;and took no
questions from reporters, .yicePresident AlGore and First Lady:.
;
 Hillary Rodham Clinton joined iheyPresident^ at today's af ;er-.
school caree^nt to a s s u r e ^
business •and tesM : : :." ••'v::\ "••
.'•"• Monday, President; Clintons personal: attorney Robert Bennett:
askedjudge Susan Webbe>Wrightin:Little:Rock,AR,:tornoveup
the start of Paula Jones' lawsuit against Clinton.: In hismotion,:
Bennett said that the President: was being "tarretf in the media,:
that discovery proceedings ^ vhlch are supposed'to. be kept secret
haven't been, and the president wants to go ahead with the trial so
allegations can be answered in court, The Jones case, in which
Jones accuses Clinton of making sexual advances to her while he
was Governor of Arkansas, is scheduled to begirt May 27. Bennett
, and the White House wish to confront Monica Lewinsky and
'•• former White House aide Linda Tripp, who recorded her conver-
sations about the former intern's relationship with the President.
CNNlnteractiveJanwry 26,1998
Violence Puts a Damper on
Denver Super Bowl Celebration
On Monday, Denver Police Chief Dave Michaud defended the
use of tear gas to break up crowds who turned violent while cel-
ebrating the Denver Broncos' 31-24 victory over the Green Bay
Packers in Super Bowl XXXII Sunday:night. Michaud told report-
ers he himselfwas hit iri the throat: by a rock during thg Sunday
; night celebrations, adyingfthat officers; began: usmg tear; gas:and
; mace because rock and pottle throwers were injuring many iri the
' c r o w d s . ' ; • ' ; : ' • ' . • ' • • • .'.•'•••:. ' • • : ; ; . . • • ; . • ; ' : • : \ v : : ' • . ; ; ' . : • "• • •
. At least 20 people were arrested and another 40 injured when,
the celebrations turned violent and police moved in. Michaud said
the worst violence erupted •wheri mounted -police had to force their
way through a crowd to rescue^ man; who had fallen ffoifta tree
• a n d : w a s s e r i o u s l y i n j u r e d ; : : ; : ! v > '-;:•:• -. ' : v ' ; : : . ' - i . "•'.:;:• •"': •::''"' . ; ! - : v : : •' '••
"The; police moved iri without anywarning at all," said eyewit-
nessjohn Kozel. "They pvit art th^rnasks and.got their clubs and
they started thr6wirigteargas.:::Lcan't believe it.";:; j : ?:•?.-<.,:,;":
"
! :
 • ' ; ; ; . ' ; • • ; . ; v : • / : : : / ; ^ • . :
Pleas For LSfe
: Theodore Kaczynskj confessed to ^ g ^
change for a sentence of life in prison withbutparole on Thursday
January 22; Kaczynski, the: 55-year-old rtiath' professor turned
Woodland hermit, formally entered the plea:at a hearing Thurs-
day afternqpn: in :a Sacramento, California federal district court;
The plea bargain resolves all federal chargesagainst Kim growing
•:: out of the seventeen-year string,ofiSixteen bombings that killed
i t h r e e p e o p l e a n d i n j u r e d 29; •'.. i;;:;.'.:v7::':..•-::;:.:::;;• .;'••• 4 ; ; : • • :>• :i : ;' °
'•-•••• T h e terms :of the ;agreement :s t ipula tes ; t h a t Kaczynski;plead;
guilty to the deaths; of all three, men killed by letter bombs.: In
return for, a guarantee;that he;, will :riot: be executed, Kaczynski
agreedtd accept life in prison or a federal psychiatric facility with-
• o u t t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f p a r o l e ; : ••' .• .-.'.
 :- • • .•.-•'.. ; •/'.. •', •.• '.
• i :; ; ; : :; V : •: :: GtittlntercictiveJanuary 23,1998 •
BY ALEX ULLMAN
I News Writer
Thursdayjanuary 22,1998
marked the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of the landmark Su-
preme Courts decision in the
case of Roe v. Wade, which le-
galized abortion in the United
States. The 1973 decision in-
validated a Texas law prohib-
iting abortions except when
necessary to save a woman's
life. The Court held that the
fundamental right to privacy
extends to a woman's decision
whether or not to have an
abortion, and that any gov-
ernmental interference with
that right is subject to strict
judicial scrutiny.
To mark the occasion, the
Connect icu t Coali t ion for
Choice held a rally Thursday
at the State Capitol building
in d o w n t o w n Hartford,
which drew pro-choice sup-
porters from around the area,
including several Trinity stu-
dents from the Trinity
Women's Organization.
Attendees were welcomed
by Coalition Co-Chairs Laurel
Tiesinga and Jean Rexford,
who work with NARAL, the
National Abortion and Re-
product ive Rights Action
League, and Planned Parent-
hood of Connecticut, respec-
tively. Lieutenant Governor
Jodi Rell announced a procla-
mat ion for Governor John
Rowland, who could not at-
tend, designating the week of
January 22 - 28 "Connecticut
• Reproduct ive , =Er.eedom
Week." 7 : ' " '
Other speakers detailed
their experiences before the
l andmark 1973 Supreme
Court decision. Attorney
Cather ine Roraback, chal-
lenged anti-birth control leg-
islation in such cases as
Griswold v. Connecticut and
Women v, Connecticut, two
precedent rulings in the fight
for reproductive freedom.
After Roraback, Reverend
Robert Lane, w h o was a
member of the clergy consul-
tation service prior to Roe v..
Wade, spoke to attendants.
He said his experiences help-
ing women in need was very
rewarding. His address re-
ceived rousing applause from
the audience at t h e celebra-
tion.
Dr. Virginia Stuermer then
spoke about her experiences
both as the first Medical Di-
rector of Planned Parenthood,
and as an early provider of le-
gal abortions.
Rachel Jennings '01 said, "It
was especially powerful lis-
tening to older women who
risked their lives for repro-
ductive r ights when even
education and distribution
about birth control was ille-
gal."
The Executive Director, of
Planned Parenthood of Con-
necticut, Judy Tabar, told the
audience that they had a lot
to celebrate, bu t that the
battle was by no means over.
Tabar stressed the idea that
the fight for reproductive free-
dom was a continuous one.
Jennings agreed, stating, "Roe
v. Wade was a necessary step
towards achieving safe repro-
duct ive freedom for all
women."
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Historic Northam Towers Undergoes Renovation
By Liz KISZONAS
News Writer
In 1878, it was a temporary wooden
structure between Seabury andjarvis. In
1881 the cornerstone was laid. This year,
Northam Towers will undergo massive
restoration to bring it up to par with
modern building standards.
As many know, the original site of
Trinity College is where the State Capi-
tal is currently located. According to
Trinity H isturian Pe ter Nap, Trin i ty pur-
chased a tract of land called Rocky Ridge
in 1873. Th is tract of land constitutes the
property of the present-day campus.
The president of Trinity at the time,
AbnerJackson, engaged British architect
William Burgess, to design the plans for
the new college. In 1874, designs were
completed, and a final proposal was pre-
sented to the College Trustees. This pro-
posal called for the construction of four
quadrangles' worth of buildings, linked
together with towers. These towers
posed as integral elements of the design
and were primarily to be used as pas-
sageways from one quad to another.
Northam Towers, however, was designed
to be the principle entrance to the col-
lege.
In 1875, the plans for the construction
of the college came to a standstill, follow-
ing the death of President Jackson, the
major proponent of the plan. In addition,
the college was given three years to va-
cate their downtown Hartford site. This
was not nearly enough time to complete
as grand a plan as the architects had de-
signed for the college.
Trinity also ran up against significant
problems in the area of finances. The
college trustees were faced-with; the ques- .
' tion of how to possibly afford the Bur-
gess plan. Their only option was to
reduce the design to a more manageable
size. It was decided that only three of the
four, quads would be built; the central
quad would be the largest quad, with two
slightly smaller quads flanking it on ei-
ther side.
As it turned out, the college had only
enough money to build the westernmost
arm of the enlarged quad. This arm is
the line of buildings that currently
banks the Long Walk. The south end of
this arm, Seabury Hall, would be used as
a lecture room and office block, as well
Workers pour cement in the basement of Northam Towers.
as a chapel, dining hall and library. The
northern end.Jarvis Hall, would house
a dormitory and apartments for bach-
elor faculty.
In 1875, the ground was broken. And
by 1878, everything but the tower had
been completed. At this point, the funds
for construction had been depleted. A
temporary wooden structure was built
between Seabury and Jarvis, which re-
mained until 1881, when a trustee, Mr.
Northam, left enough money in his es-
tate to build the tower, hence the new
building was named Northam Towers
upon completition in 1883.
Over the years, changes were made to
Northam Towers, the most notable being
the enclosure of the arch between Sum-
mit St. and, the quad. Approximately 18
.months ago, the trustees of the college
decided to do a massive renovation of the
old buildings bordering the Long Walk.
Over Winter Break, Northam Towers
was gutted, necessitating the displace-
ment of 36 students. When the build-
ing is finished, Northam Towers will
house 32 students. In the meantime, a
great deal of work has to be done to bring
the dorm up to current building stan-
dards. Although the project was origi-
nally planned as a renovation, it has
become a massive restoration project.
According to Director of Facilities Plan-
ning and Management John Woolley,
SmithEdwards Architects of Hartford,
will spend the next several months
rehauling the entire building.
One of the major plans is to restore the
arch, which will open up the passage-
way between Summit St. and the quad,
so that the Bishop can be glimpsed from
the street. The arch will have a vaulted
ceiling similar to that of the Cook and
Seabury arches. New doors to the dorm
will be installed on either side of the
• arch. Inside, all of the stonework around
the windows, as well as the fireplaces
will be restored to its original form. The
woodwork around the doors will be re-
stored. New heating, plumbing, electri-
cal and phone/data lines will be
installed. The floors, currently bare
wood, will be carpeted; the hallways will
be floored with vinyl. Bathrooms will
be added to the basement, first and
ALERT, INC.
fourth floors.
On the safety end of the renovation,
new fire sprinklers will be installed, as-
bestos will be removed, and lead paint
will be stripped. A new boiler room is
being built, which will open up the base-
ment. The basement of Northam Tow-
ers will actually see the most change.
Years ago, the basement was home to
Buildings and Grounds. Over the years,
the dark, cold space has deteriorated.
However, the new plans for the building
involve the construction of a laundry
room, study and lounge in this now
empty space.
The multi-year project will include
most of the buildings bordering the
quad. The renovation of Northam Tow-
ers is scheduled for completion in time
lartford
Renovations continue inside Northam Towers. Special
focus is being given to restoring the 1883 structure to its
former grandeur.
Heubleln Will Leave Hartford
Heublein, the Hartford-based liquor business that grew from a 19th
century hotel to become the nation's largest distiller, announced it is
leaving its home city, sources familiar with the company's decision said.
The company, now known as United Distillers and Vintners North
America, moved its headquarters with 425 employees to downtown
Hartford from Farmington two years ago in a splashy relocation hailed as
a cornerstone of the city's renaissance. Earlier this month a UDV
executive said the company viewed Hartford's lack of a thriving
population of consumer-goods marketing professionals as a major
weakness.
Sources familiar with the decision, including Hartford Mayor Michael
P. Peters, said late Thursday that UDV's top executives told them Stamford
was a likely location for the new headquarters. In 1995, Heublein ended
liquor production in Hartford, closing a New Park Avenue plant famous
for producing Smirnoff Vodka.
Howlanei increases Lead OvertCennelly
US. Representative Barbara B. Kennelly, criticized of late for staying
out of public view and not taking stands on issues, may be paying a price -
•for her silence, according to a new Courant Poll that shows incumbent
John G, Rowland opening a 9- point lead in the gubernatorial race.
Republican Rowland now leads Kennelly, the Democrat virtually certain
to oppose him in November, 42 percent to 33 percent, according to the
poll taken from Jan. 12 to 20. While Kennelly leads 40 percent to 32
percent among women, Rowland commands an enormous lead of 55
percent to 25 percent among men. Of significant concern for Kennelly's
camp is that the new results continue a downward trend over several
Courant polls. Last June, the poll had shown Kennelly with a four-point
lead - 40 percent to Rowland's 36 percent
While the poll is not good news for Kennelly, it gives little comfort to
Bridgeport Mayor Joseph P. Ganim - a Democrat who last year had flirted
publicly with the possibility of running for his party's gubernatorial
nomination and still has not ruled it out. The new poll shows Ganim
trailing Rowland, 17 percent to 43 percent, in a one-on-one matchup -
roughly the same gap as in the poll last June. In a choice between
Kennelly and Ganim, 42 percent preferred her and 19 percent liked
Ganim. • ' . '
The Hartford Courant, January 23,1998
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Personal Advertising
What Do You Mean They Aren't For Losers?
***•• BY JULIANNA BOGDANSKI
Features Editor
The "Personal Ad." What an
interesting invention. It seems
to me that personal ads get a lot
of flack that maybe they
shouldn't. And though I think
personal ads can be examined
as "interesting cultural work," as
our American Studies profes-
sors like to say, I think these in-
teresting ads are fun to look at.
In general.
There are many different
types of personal ads. Some
people take them very seriously,
others have more fun with
them. Some use them to meet
people they don't know, others
to find people they do, and still
others to find those whom they
have lost.
Some send in pictures, others
decide the spontaneity is more
fun, that pictures take away
from to the excitement of the
whole process. And as hard as
it may be to believe, personal
ads are more widespread than
we might think.
Picture this: a student is surf-
ing the net. Under the little
Infoseek box there is a listing of
"Quick find"-type buttons,
which a surfer can push if they
know exactly what they might
be looking for. So, say for ex-
ample, this student is a little
bored one day at the library, and
Druidess looking
for a Druid
Looking for a like-
minded, open, and car-
ingmanwithasenseof
humor, a love of a roar-
ingfireplace on a cold
winter night..! like to
cook, read, hike, music,
and crystals.
decides to look under the "Rela-
tionships" button, to see what it
has to offer. Hey, why not. This
button scrolls to a new page
where it lists hotlines, advice
This guy likes to drive Jeeps
and wear Wranglers. Is he
the one for you?
services, and in addition to
many other services which I'm
sure this section provides, there
before this student are listed nu-
merous sites leading you to per-
sonal ad heaven.
So, this student, having boy-
cotted the Superbowl pre-game
shows, for example, investigates
a little further. He thinks to
himself, "Hmm, 1 wonder what
will happen if 1 push this but-
ton!" and enters into the world
of the personal ad.
There are numerous catego-
ries to choose from: you can de-
cide if you would like to meet a
smoker or non-smoker; some-
one with children or without;
what type of occupation/
lifestyle you'd like them to have;
what country, state, or city you
want them to live in; how old
you want them to be; sexual
preference; and the list goes on
and on.
that are a little more daring
than others, and are fun to
look and laugh at.
Then there are ads that
reveal more about the per-
Spring Break Lover
Wanted—I am seekingfun
and excitement during
spring break. No long term
relationship at this time.
Just a good ti me for all
involved.
Army Officer—I'm
Loakingforafriend to write
to and to trade pics with.
son than anyone really
wanted to know, like one,
for example, which reveals
things the person likes to do
behind closed doors. But
hey, at least they catch our
attention. And if we are-
looking for someone like the
people in these ads, the ads
have served their purpose,
right?
Others, we leave alone.
They are "boring," or rather,
do not serve as entertain-
' ment for us. These^  ads re-
veal almost "too-true"
qualities about the person,
and often reveal, therefore,
their lack of creativity,
spontaneity, lust for life,
what-have-you. But we
ALL PHOTOS TAKEN FROM WAUSEONUNE
ads aren't that bad after all."
With all of the people that
send them in, of course there are
When there are so many people in search of someone, why is it
something to make fun of, as we so often hear people doing? Well,
for starters, Mr. Abs over here gives us one good reason.
As this net-surfer brow*ses
these different sites, he comes
across some interesting ads.
Some of these ads he has been
kind enough to lend me for pub-
lication in this article. Others he
has decided to keep all for him-
self.
As we look at these different
ads, we can clearly see that there
are many different people out
there looking for someone,
whether it be for friendship, ro-
mance, companionship of any
nature; some are looking for the
first time, others for the chance
to start a new relationship even
if they have been married in the
past. Some want to meet some-
one willing to "try new things"
with them. Still others, as 1 said
before, are looking for lost "kin."
When there are so many
people in search of someone,
why is it something to make fun
of, as we so often hear people
doing? Well, for starters, Mr. Abs
over here gives us one good rea-
son. There are simply those ads
vvon't go into analyzing that one
(like why they may have tried
to place a successful ad in the
first place) too much. Some
might say why bother trying to
meet someone this way if you
can't even get his or her atten-
tion on paper?
These personal ads have now
put the ball in the seeker's court.
Through all of this browsing,
the previously mentioned net-
surfing student has a lot of op-
tions if he decides to pursue
anyone he finds interesting. He
thinks to himself, "Hey, these
Pure Evil seeks new
playmates
Do you think you could
handle thegameslplay? Will
you be able to become my
equal? If you welcome the
challenge, please sell your soul,
harden your heart, sharpen
your claws...
bound to be some sketchy ones
among the group, but there
could be someone just like you
who decided to give.it a shot,
just for fun, to see wha t happens.
Maybe you'll respond, and
maybe you won't. Maybe you'll
meet the person you never
wanted to, Maybe you'll find
your e-soulmate.
If you've found the fresh-
meat has gone stale, and that
your favorite super-senior is fi-
nally graduating, personal ads
might, indeed, provide an op-
tion you had never thought of.
Barbara Trent Convinces Us About The U.S.
BY MARCUS COWIE
?• Features Writer
If any of you enjoyed the
movie "Wag the Dog" with TJe
Niro and Hoffman, then make
it your mission: to watch The
Panama Deception.
Barbara Trent, director and
academy award winner came to
Trinity to dine and present her
movie in front of a jam-packed
McCook Auditorium last
Thursday. Trent, charismatic in
her speech, hippie-like in her
fashion, and Holly wood in some
mannerisms, concocted an in-
teresting evening.
Firstly, at the dinner in the
Rittenberg Lounge.'Barbara
showed up during the middle of
desert. Before anyone had the
chance to meet her or even be
introduced to her, the room be-
came shadowed by a metallic
looking trophy that emerged
from a hippie ^ sack - An Oscar
Award.
You can call it pretentious or
even egotistical, but with her
being amongst us for only a few;
hours, it made many people ad-
here to what she had to say far
more than if she didn't have old
Oscar there to give her credibil-
ity. As it turned out, what she
said and what she presented
were not only shocking, but
shed light on the future of poli-
tics in this country.
Trent, a left-wing activist,
showed us a movie which con-
centrated on highlighting the
corruption of the US govern-
ment and the disastrous and
catastrophic events in Panama
during 1991,, when the US
bombed Panama City.
One has to be very skeptical
of a documentary that ainjs at
convincing an audtence that
the government is corrupt;
though no one in their right
mind would dispute,certain
corrupt governmental aspects.
But when one watches a docu-
mentary that rips the govern-
ment to pieces, one has to
wonder what the intentions or
motivations of the producers
are.
Left-wing radicals can some-
times be biased in their views
and will go to any lengths to
demonstrate that their opinions
are the correct ones. Frequently
the footage you see and the evi-
dence revealed can be selected
to show only one perspective.
However, The Panama De--
ception was perhaps the best
rhetorical documentary I have
come across. I think that the
majority of the audience in
McCobk that night was con-
vinced that the US government,
in this case, was absurd and
completely unjustified in their
actions. . [
Also, with' the free-spirit of
Trent's directing, humor be-
came the most important form
of rhetoric, within the movie.
' For example, there was footage
of. a US general explaining the
objective of the attack on
Panama. The general said, "We
wanted as little casualties as
possible; the objective was not
kill innocent civilians." •
The next immediate footage
was of the hundreds of dead
Panama civilians heaped up in
the streets of Panama City. Vi-
suals such as this, especially af-
ter hearing a contradictory
explanation by a US representa-
see CONVINCES on page
twelve
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I APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO TRINITY COLLEGE
Term Applying For_
Applying As: Freshmen_ Transfer_
Graduate School/Coach
Returning Senior
Name-
Father's Full Name:
(First) (Middle)
Occupation:
(Last)
(First) (Middle)
(Nickname)
Permanent Home Address:
(Last)
(Street) (City) (State) (ZipCode)
Name Of Business:
Total Family Income:
0-75,000
75,000-150,000
150,000-500,000
500,000-1,000,000
1,000,000-10,000,000_
10,000,000 and above_
(Country)
Summer House Address:
(Street)
Boarding School Address:
(City) (State) (ZipCode)
Parent's Marital Status:
Married Divorced
Duration Of Divorce Process:
years
List Names and Class Years of All Relatives Who Attended Trinity College:
(Street)
Birthdate-
(City) (State) (ZipCode)
(Month/Day/Year)
Birthdate Wanted For School ID:
(Month/Day/Year) :
Height Weight
Haii Color Natural Hair Color
Will You Be Applying For Financial Aid?_
OPTIONAL DATA:.
Social Security Number: - -
Do You Have A Learning Disability, Visual Impairment, Low Alcohol Tolerance,
Hearing Impairment, Aversion to Hard or Soft Drugs, Physical Handicap, or Any
Other Special Condition We Should Know About? If So, Please Explain-
Ethnic Background:
Caucasian
Other
Date Of Debutante Ball:
(Month/Day/Year)
Type of Sport Utility Vehicle You Drive:
Jeep Wrangler :
JeepCherokee
Jeep Grand Cherokee
Ford Explorer
Range Rover
Land Rover
or
Model Of Saab You Drive:
ACADEMIC DATA:
Desired Field Of Study:
English
Sexual Studies
Economics
Football .
History
Education
Political Science
Liquor and Drug Retail Management/Philosophy_
Current Prep School
(Name) (City)
Name of College Counselor:
(First) (Last)
How many times you slept with him/her
(State)
List All Other Secondary Schools, Colleges, and Putney/NOLS/Outward Bound
Programs Attended-
Academic Honors:
Yes. . ' . . .
N o •
TEST INFORMATION: ^ V h ; • ' '
Official Scores from the testing agencies must be submitted as soon as possible
or send a check or money order for $200 to waive this requirement.
SAT:
Date Taken Verbal Math
FAMILY INFORMATION:
Mother's Full Name:
(First) (Middle)
Occupation:
Name Of Business:
(Last) (Maiden)
SAT II Subject Tests (or Achievement Tests)
(not required)
Subject " Score
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
Please list your extracurricular, personal, sexual, volunteer, family, drinking, and
community activities and hobbies (including summers) in order of their interest
toyou:
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Please list all leadership activities, positions held, positions enjoyed most, time
held in that position, Varsity letters, and Varsity boyfriends earned
WORK EXPERIENCE
Yes
No
If yes, name of firm your father got you the job with:
PERSONAL SHORT ESSAYS:
The Trinity Admissions Staff would like to get to know you as well as possible
through this application. Keeping this in mind, please write an essay on each of
the following topics:
1. Discuss an issue of local, national, or international concern and why it is im
portant to you. 2. Discuss your favorite Spice Girl and your theory on why cer-
tain people would dress up like her for Halloween. 3. Discuss a literary or artistic
work, or drug that has had special impact or effect on you. 4. Describe a person,
who you do not have carnal knowledge of, who has had a significant influence
on you.
ESSAY: •'• ••
Should Marty be allowed to ask for two forms of identification and should fresh
men be allowed in The Tap? Discuss the positive and negative of each.
(Not required)
I indicate that all information on this application is complete, factually correct,
and honestly presented.
(Signature) (Date)
Top Ten Things Overheard During
Super Bo3»d XXXII
IIP itfe
10. "I hope the Green Bay feam wins because their quarter
back is so much cuter!"
9. "Quick, hide the keg!"
8. "Come on guys, we only need eighty more bucks to get a
half-time stripper!"
7. "So at half time, wanna hook up?"
6. "I'm so wasted."
5. "This one's for John!"
4. "Hey, it's only 8 hours until Late Night!"
3. "Can you keep the noise down? I have practice at seven
in the morning."
2. "When are the girls going to come over?"
1. "Hey President Dobelle, can I use your pong paddle when
you're done?"
Sister Ravenglass' Tarot Card Readings
Let Sister Ravenglass take you into t^e New Year witf? astro logical expectations.
GENERAL READING: Two major attitudes prevail t&is week on campus. T r^is week. Sister ^avenaiass is balancing ail
reabinas against t^e ~£ooL avatar of whimsical journeys, anb tlpe Hieropbant, king of purposeful birection. Upon tf?is carb I see
laib tye Devil, master of temptation. Some of you are tempted to play your life like Scrabble t(?is week. Others prefer Trivial
Pursuit. Myself, I'm a big fan of Calvinball.
SCORFIO
OCT25-NOV21
When people are asked to think of a
symbol of fertility, they usually choose
some corn goddess or big-breasted
statue. I'd like to take the time to pon-
der the spiritual significance of fertil-
ity as it applies to the masculine half
of your soul. The Emperor, a potent
force of male fertility, has a lot to say to
you this week (the King of Swords). As
long as you can steer the conversation
away from the Monster Truck Rally or
the outcome of the Super Bowl...
SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C2I
I'm not usually this shameless with my
affiliations, but Saggies, you might
want to look up some of the people you
danced with at the Gleo Moon Cow
party last Saturday...the jive was good,
the price was right, and if it wasn't too
sketchy for you, try dancing with them
the next time the Alpha Chi kids hold
another bash...
CAFRICORN %f
DELC22-JANI? , r
Adjustment. Growth. Development.
They're not just definitions for psych
class any more. Hello, Capricorns, it's
me again, reminding you.that your
right-brain vegetation is running as
rampant as kudzu in a trailer park
while the well-manicured leagues of
ivy in your left brain are sniffing in
disdain.
AQUARIUS
JAN 2.0-fE5
I was watching Days of Our Lives the
other day and wondering just how
many Mysterious Plots Stephano
DiMera could create out of material
gleaned from that oh so-shallow
Marlena Evans' Unspoken Past. It's
funny because it made me think of
you, Aquarius, and how many Myste-
rious things you yourself are going to
fish out of your Past this week and put
to good use.
TISCLS
FE.B I?-MAR20
This week, Fish Kids, you're getting the
kind of thing most of us only experi-
ence in our wettest of dreams. 1 see you
making a move to fall in love, slowly,
deeply, with someone you absolutely
trust, someone who can be your best
friend, someone who makes you feel
completely secure. I'm green and
purple with envy.
; ARILS
MAR21 -AFR I?
Stephen King once wrote to the effect
that each of us has a tiny little guy in
our minds who whispers in our ears
constantly and makes us do the nutti-
est of things-but that the little guy
works like a bitch once you tie him
down to a project. Aries, I can see you
with the little guy clenched tight in
your fist. Now just get that little guy
to work.
1
 TAURUS V
A P R 2 0 - M A Y 2.0 ¥
Seven is lucky, but ten is perfection.
Just look at the scores for Olympic fig-
ure skater Oksana BaiuL Tens all the
way. As human beings, we like tens.
We have ten fingers and ten toes. Our
numerical system is based upon ten.
This week, the number ten will have
special significance for all Tauries. Ten
will rest upon your heart and, ten will
rest upon the place where you hang
your hat.
GtMINI
MAY21 -JLIN2O
Ever sat down with the Universe and
played Go Fish? It's a guaranteed fact
that the Universe cheats at cards. The
Universe is unfair. The Universe stacks
the deck. The Universe peeks at your
hand. But I have a feeling that this
week, you wily Gemini might actually
have the cojones to cheat back. Got any
tens?
LE.O
JUL25-AUG2Z
Ever been sitting comfortably at home,
food in the fridge, smokes by your
hand, homework done, television on a
Tuesday afternoon? Ever suddenly feel
the need to jump up and take a walk
around the world for absolutely no rea-
son at all? Road trip, Leo. It isn't just
for the hippies anymore. You're getting
stale. Time for some new input.
VIRGO
AUG 25-SETT 2.2
Most Virgos have a built-in work ethic.
It's a fact. And if you're like most
Virgos, you .too work hard for the
money (and feel guilty about every-
thing in your time off). Put this week
the nearly impossible has happened.
Your work has paid off this week spiri-
tually, not tangibly. All possibilities
and all realities lay at your fingertips.
And it's all due to your Protestant up-
bringing. Ironic, no?
GANCE.R
JUN21 -JUL22
Take a deep breath, Cancer, and then
give me a big old sigh of relief. That
nameless, lurking, intense anxiety is
gone, daddy gone. Where did it go?
Probably still hiding in your closet. To
vanquish that demon once and for all,
try to understand why your regret still
remains long after the anxiety has
gone. Find those nasty regrets and kill,
kill, kill them dead,because right now
time is linear and there isn't any going
back.
SE.PT. 25 - OCT Zl Jj
Never underestimate the power of
words in a close-combat situation. An
eloquent use of words has saved the
proverbial day many times before. And
Libra, you should care, because this
week I see your natural ability to speak
(the Knight of Swords) giving you
some help in getting out of a sticky
situation (the Six of Swords).
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Freezing, Fighting Fun Watching Trin Hockey
BY JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist
I bundle up in my warmest gear:
heavy leggings under jeans, turtleneck
under fleece, down puffy coat, wool
socks, boots, gloves, fleece hat, and a
scarf. And I'm still going to be cold. No,
I'm not preparing for a trip to the arctic,
just to the ice rink at Kingswood Oxford.
There is nothing more frustrating
than wearing twenty layers of clothing
and still being cold. It really doesn't
matter how much you wear to the ice
rink, it is inevitable that you will be cold.
Seriously, what is more asinine than sit-
ting on uncomfortable bleachers in a gi-
ant room with an enormous block of ice?
But it can be well worth your while to
go to a game. And since going to a Trin-
ity ice hockey game requires much
preparation, from your wardrobe to
transportation to ticket fees, before you
make plans, be sure that you can find
enough clothing, a car, and one dollar.
One of the major problems faced by
Trinity students wishing to go to the ice
hockey games is their lack of transpor-
tation. Here we are at an institution to
which we pay serious money, and they
still haven't built a rink on campus? So
for every game one must make new
friends with those with cars. As an up-
perclassman, this isn't much of a prob-
lem. But what about the freshmen?
According to the rules, they aren't sup-
posed to have cars, and most don't know
very many upperclassmen. But for ev-
ery home game, plenty of Trinity stu-
dents make it to the igloo at Kingswood
Oxford.
Once you get there, you better be sure
that you have the money to pay. I'm not
really sure why hockey games are the
only games that we have to pay for, but I
guess there has to be some logical reason.
Actually it's probably because it's not our
rink...hello? Just another reason to build
a rink on campus. Being from Texas, I
had only been to one hockey game be-
fore I came to Trinity. There aren't pee-
wee leagues in Dallas, and the Stars
wich on Friday night, several rowdy
Trinity boys incessantly harassed num-
ber 26 on the Norwich team. And just as
#26 waited by the glass, the boys got
' rowdier and a grin started to peek out.
The boys succeeded in not only making
everyone in the stands laugh at the gig-
gling opponent, but they also success-
fully distracted #26. And for Psi-U
supposedly not being a "hockey frat,"
I'm one of the bundled people in the back. RLE PHOTO
haven't been there for very long. So I can
appreciate a hockey game, it's new to me
and I want to enjoy it.
Some think the only way to enjoy the
game is to smuggle in some alcohol. I
guess it makes sense in that it keeps you
warm. And there are others who feel that
the best way to experience a hockey
game is by being the most rowdy people
there. That's entertaining for everyone,
actually.
At the Bantam's game against Nor-
they certainly make their presence
known in their own section of the
stands, in support of their brothers play-
ing the game.
I hadn't been to a hockey game since
my freshman year until Friday night,
and 1 noticed several new things this
time. Did any of you boys notice the
teenie boppers walking back and forth
in front of you strutting their pre-pu-
bescent stuff? I had the pleasure of sit-
ting next to three of them, and they
Trinity College: A Of Whores?
Bv CHRISTOPHER R. SANBORN
Features Columnist
We here at Trinity really enjoy having
sex. And why not? We're in college. It's
practically our job. Sex, as I understand
it, is generally accepted worldwide as a
good thing. So why do Trinity students
insist on calling each other sluts, whores,
players, skanks, and a variety of other
nasty little names? Why can't we all just
get down and have a good time without
all the animosity?
College. Let's take a look at what we
have here. First, this particular college
has an abundance of really good looking
people. Second, there is a tremendous,
ridiculous, inordinate, hell of a lot of al-
cohol available to anyone old enough to
hold it. Third, I've looked all over this
campus and I can't find ray parents any-
where.
So, we're hot, we're drunk, and we're
free. We're 2000 boys and girls running
around a quaint little campus with abag
full of condoms and a belly full of whis-
key. They don't print that in the admis-
sions catalogue, but then again, they also
don't tell you how dangerous Hartford
really is. Let's be frank, shall we.
Sex is a tough issue to talk about at
Trinity because we insist on using an ar-
ray of euphemisms to cover up our
sexual conquests.
. For example, you roll out of bed Sat-
urday morning next to the girl/boy you
had sex with the night before, you walk
of shame it back to your room, and at
breakfast with your friends you say,
"Yeah, we Hooked up." You use this lovely
phrase "hooked up," when you really
mean, "we had sex seventeen times, twice
with farm animals and four times with
power tools."
Your friends sort of know what you
mean, but you are not about to go into
the graphic details over your Saturday
morning omelette. Why not? Because
you don't want anybody to think your a
slut. It makes perfect sense.
I think its great that men can be called
"sluts" these days. It's about time. The
double standard could only live so long.
A guy who "hooks up" with a lot of girls
is no longer a stud, no sir, not even close.
However, I don't think any of us should
be called sluts. Maybe in the "real world"
eons from now, but not when I'm 20
years old and in the clutches of a care-
free college environment which con-
dones my behavior.
I would rather have my fun now and
not regret it later when I have a myriad
of responsibility staring me in the face
every day of monotonous life. Until that
sorry day comes, I will gladly attend my
Party Barn jamborees, thank you very
much. ! ' '' •,
The Party Barn. What a strange social
phenomenon. It's like a brothel, but
nobody's getting paid. Anyone who
claims to be in there for any reason that
doesn't have to do with sex is just plain
lying. About 90% of the people in there
are single and looking for sex, period. The
other 10% are there to dance or to drink;
but I still think that both of those things
are closely related to sex.
We even have an annual party, regis-
tered with the college, called "Anything
For Money." For anyone who hasn't been
to this one yet, or simply doesn't remem-
ber, this is the party where students use
monopoly money to buy things. Hmmm.
Let's see. What could a drunk, horny, col-
lege student possibly do with this situa-
tion. Man, 1 can't remember the last time
I saw so much ass-grabbing and face-
sucking. I'm glad the college condones
this kind of behavior, its cathartic. In the
end, we'll be very happy that we "got in
on" in our college years.
So, low and behold, we at Trinity do,
in fact, enjoy sex. Big surprise. But about
this "slut" thing. Who invented such a
nasty word? I'm putting my money on
the Puritans, After all, Connecticut was
a breeding ground for our "holy" Puritan
forefathers. Their morals, their values,
their pure and God-fearing way of life
still exists in 20th century college life in
the form of a big fat hypocrisy. Thanks
to these lovely people, we get to feel bad
about having sex. We're monsters, all of
us.
How do we manage to screw like bun-
nies on the weekends and then turn into
"holier-than-thou" turncoats during the
week? Isn't this the case? Don't we all
know that one person who has a reputa-
tion for being "slut," man or a woman?
Why can't we just admit the fact that,
due to a number of environmental cir-
cumstances, we all really like having sex,
a lot. If you want to feel guilty about
something, feel guilty about stealing
from The Cave, or cheating on a test, or
lying to your mother, but don't feel guilty
about having sex.
I hope it goes without saying that the
sex 1 am referring to is "safe sex." I am
confident that every college-aged stu-
dent in the country is old and young
enough to have been inundated with
enough safe sex propaganda to make the
two words sound lonely with out each
other. So for all you old people out there,
fear not, we know the difference. Alas, I
digress.
So, the next time your conversation
turns to the ugly business of spreading
rumors about "sluts," please, do try and
think about what you're saying. Take a
step outside yourself and ask why you
shouldn't be considered a "slut." Chances
are that you are either just as slutty as the
"slut" you always refer to; or, you are hold-
ing back from having sex because some
hypocritical Purital ideal is still imbed-
ded in the brainwashed section of your
conscious. It should not be against
Trinity's "social law" to have fun.
Either way, be nice.
Additional insight provided by
Brendan Stephan
were desperately trying to get your at-
tention. Next time, say hi, and you'll
make their year.
Also, speaking to the boys again, why
did you have all that fruit? Maybe I'm
naive, maybe 1 am not an experienced
hockey fan, but is that a hockey thing or
just your thing (don't take that in a weird
way)? I assume the fruit was to be
thrown at the other team when we won;
1 guess you guys will just have to wait
until next time.
And how can I forget to mention the
excitement of fights and penalties?
That's what hockey is about. That's how
you get the crowd going. I am easily tick-
led by the roughness of the sport. I didn't
grow up with hockey, and I have to ad-
mit, it is pretty cool that a sport exists
where it is perfectly ok and normal to
basically beat the crap out of someone.
I wish I had played this sport, maybe I
wouldn't have so much built up aggres-
sion. But I guess there's a technique to
hockey fights: gloves fly off and maybe
one guy will pull the other guy's jersey
over his head. I don't know, it sounds
kind of fun.
Ice hockey holds many myths. The
players are big toothless guys with fro-
zen brains: now don't take me the wrong
way....that's the stereotype, not my per-
sonal view, of course. Hockey is a very
respectable sport. Seriously, there are a
lot of skills required for the game: skat-
ing, a high threshold for cold, hand-eye
coordination, fighting, and being able to
jump over the little wall onto the ice
without falling on your face.
Part of me wishes I could've played
hockey growing up, but I like my teeth
and I would be the jackass to fall when
jumping out onto the ice.
Convinces
Audience
continued from page nine
tive, made, the movie compelling.
The audience laughed whenever they
saw that general for the rest of the movie.
Whatever he said was followed by an oc-
currence of the contrary.
After the movie, with most people
shocked at the way in which the US, a
"peaceful" nation, caused so much unrest
for such a small country, our old friend
Oscar stood proudly standing at the
front of McCook.
The movie was a masterpiece and. if
you want to be convinced of the wrong-
doings of the government or how the
media can control public opinion, then I
urge you to see this presentation.
The whole Decolonization panel was
extremely grateful for Barbara Trent's
appearance and appreciative of her work
which took over two years to make.
. This movie had no De Niro or
Hoffman, and there were certainly no
dogs wagging; it simply told us of how
the US covered up their Panama Decep-
tion.
The next
Decolonization
Series is on
Tuesday, Janu-
ary 29,7:00 p.m.
in Hamlin Hall.
Allen K. Smith Pro-
fessor of English,
Michelle Cliff will be
presenting.
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When Looking At The Clock Just Isn't Enough
Four Ways To Pass The Time In
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Editor
In order to become the "well-rounded"
student, we are forced to take thirty-six
credits to graduate. Some of the credits
fall within our major, some do no more
than boost our GPA's. We can't all devote
our complete attention to our academia,
therefore there must be ways, to make it
through the classes that just don't seem
to interest us as much as our others do.
Writing notes is the intellectual way
to pass the time. First of all, you are writ-
ing which I do not need to remind any
of you is a Major offered in the English
Third, writing notes is a great way to
get a rush of adrenaline in an early
morning class. You have to be careful
about the nosy people next to you and
behind you that will ever so casually
peer over your shoulder hoping to get a
glimpse of something more interesting
than the relation of the hippocampus to
Alzheimer's Disease. Then you have to
either rota te your notebook so your part-
ner can read what you wrote, or transfer
the actual paper the note is on from your
desk to his/hers. This can be extremely
dangerous because what if you are seen,
and forced to read the note out loud in
front of the class? Or what if it is inter-
cepted by one of your fellow students?
Those Not-So-Interesting Classes
towards that easel and oil paint set that tual distractions? A fifty minute class
As a Writing major, I feel that I am practicing my
mind and skills more by writing notes to my roommate
than learning about the literacy percentage of Nigeria.
Dept. As a Creative Writing major, I feel
that I am practicing my mind and skills
more by writing notes to my roommate
than learning about the literacy percent-
age of Nigeria. I must formulate my
thoughts into short, quick sentences
without many confusing punctuation
marks which may be missed by my note
writing partner. Plus, I must learn to
write fast which any good aspiring nov-
elist or reporter must do, as their
thoughts often come on the go.
Second, as you are writing, your pro-
fessor may think that you are furiously
writing down every thing he may be sayj
ing. It will flatter him, and boost his ego
a bit, and that's never a bad thing to do
for someone. By writing notes and mak-
ing your professor think that you are tak-
ing notes, he will feel better about
himself and you will feel better about the
class. . . . . . , . . ,
In conclusion, there are many good
reasons to write notes in class other than
to pass the time. You are practicing your
writing skills, you are making your
professor's day, and you are putting some
danger in your life.
Doodling/Drawing is the artistic way
to pass the time. First of all, you are pro-
viding yourself with an outlet for the cre-
ative side that is constantly being
suppressed by such an anti-artistic soci-
ety. A quick little stick guy here, or rain-
bow there could change your entire
outlook on the day. You have just drawn
something beautiful that has been
bottled up so deep down inside of you
that if you could not doodle it out, you
would surely go mad.
Second of all, you are practicing your
hand-eye coordination. Anyone at this
school can write, but only the few can
d d $ ll. you, are faking steps
The Office of Multicultural Affairs, Imani, Er the
Trinity College Black Women's Organization
present:
January 31, 1998
1:00 PM Umoja House Blessing,Urnoja House,72 Vernon
Street
1:30-3:00 PM Luncheon, Urnoja House
3:00 PM Guest Speaker EARL LOVELACE, Umoja House
(co-sponsored with the English &Music Departments)
10:00 PM Umoja House Kickoff Party, Umoja House
February 4,1998
9:00 PM "People of Goodwill," Jazz sounds and Cajun
food.
Koeppel Center Bistro (Sponsored by the Calendar Office &
The Office of Residential Life)
February 7, 1998
7:30 PM Broadway Bound On Our Nubian Journey
presents "Bits & Pieces of Langston" Washington Room,
Mather Hall
February 10, 1998
7:00 PM An evening of poetry and music featuring
"Afroblue," Mather Hall
February 11, 1998
9:00 PM "Tony Harrington & Touch" Music and West
Indian Cuisine. Koeppel Center Bistro. (Sponsored by The
Calendar Office and The Off ice of Residential Life)
February 24, 1998
7:00 PM "A Return to Segregation?" A Debate on
Affirmative Action. Washington Room, Mather Hall.
February 27, 1998
9:00 PM 1998 Winter into Spring Ball Featuring "Soul
Sound Revue" Vernon Social Center. (Sponsored by the
Office of Residential Life and SGA)
you may soon be able to use. All great
artists had to start small, and doodling
during class increases any sort of natu-
ral or acquired artistic talent. Practice
makes perfect.
Third, you are providing entertain-
ment for all of those around you. I'm sure
that most of you have been bored from a
discussion about what the pythagorean
theorem can do for you when all of a sud-
den you see your neighbor's beautifully
represented five legged dog and math
becomes so much more interesting. It's
like a breath of fresh air when your
doodled dog becomes someone else's
new point of interest. And some doo-
dlers do portraits during class which is
wonderful for those who are being
drawn.
In conclusion, doodling/drawing also
does much more than pass the time. It
turns every student into an aspiring
Picasso, helps that student into further
becoming Picasso, and makes other stu-
dents around this Picasso smile.
Doing homework for other classes is
the practical way tp pass the time. First
of all, you are giving yourself a much
needed Study hall during the day which
frees up your nights for other beneficial
Monday morning can be the learning
ground for students across campus to
study in.
In conclusion, a study hall is an ex-
tremely beneficial way to pass the class
time. You are completing work for your
classes even if it's during another class.
Frankly, does it matter which class you
are prepared for, when simply being pre-
pared for anything is impressive in itself?
Being prepared for a class is a skill that
we all should possess, regardless of
which it may be for. You are looking very
intellectual to your professor, who will
be pleased in your interest of his text and
you are becoming a much better student
at reading. So whether or not the litera-
cy rate in Nigeria interests you or not, you
are representing the literacy rate of Trin-
ity College.
Daydreaming is the creative way to
pass the time. Nothing in the whole
world could be as wonderful as imagin-
ing that you are somewhere else than in
a class that means very little to you. First
of all, you are exercising the creative art
of your mind that is sorely neglected
under such practical majors as History
or Economics. You can just focus your
eyes on anything in the room and whirl
Frankly, does it matter which class you are prepared
for, when simply being prepared for anything is
impressive in itself?
activities to well-round you. Maybe the
literacy rate in Nigeria doesn't interest
you very much, but use that lecture to
finish that Shakespeare sonnet for your
next class and you have just found a use
of the Education Dept. We all can't de-
vote all eighteen hours we are awake to
, studies, and therefore ljyaever hurts to
use one useless class forTrie benefit of a
useful one.
Second of all, you may convince your
professor that you are looking through
his assigned texts for an interesting pas-
sage to discuss later on in the class. If you
hide a book well, he's .not going to know
that you're reading something for some-
one else. He's just thinking that you're so
smart that you want to support what
you're going to say with proof from his
text. Another little ego boost for the un-
suspecting professor.
Third, you are practicing your reading
skills. It's not easy finding a good place
to study in a school with so many dis-
tractions. The library became a single's
bar so we all went to Mather which soon
became as social as Late Night. For those
who do not have a single, roommates can
be very distracting when you have two
hundred pages left in Dickens's Great
Expectations to read. Therefore, is it
more logical to bury a hole in the Quad
to be alone to study in, or learn how to
read within an environment of intellec-
spring bteak fever
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Need
San Man $Z2Z
London $272
yourself into a world of mystery, ro-
mance, and suspense. You are Leonardo
DiCaprio's object of worship and he is
devoting his life to you, while you are lis-
tening to a discussion about how the
Kung tribe in Papua New Guinea is self-
sufficient.
Second of all, you are convincing your
professor that he is the most important
person in the classroom. Focus on him
while you daydream, it really doesn't
matter what you keep the conscious part
of your brain on. He'll think that he's the
most interesting person ever all the
while, you are jamming with Eddie
Vedder on stage in Berlin. What he
doesn't know can't hurt him, and an-
other little way to boost his ego has been
uncovered.
Third, you are setting aside time for
that very important person in your life.
You. Very special "You Time." No one has
to know what you are thinking as you
sigh dreamily. They.are all jotting down
notes on the Reconstruction Era, while
you are lost in a world that only you can,
dream about. You can daydream any-
where, but with the gentle soothing
voice of you professor hypnotizing you
into a trance, you can really have good
daydreams during class.
In conclusion, there's nothing as good
as a little bit of fantasy to pass the time.
You are allowed to be creative without
anyone making fun of you, you are seem-
ingly paying very close attention to your
professor, and you are spending quality
time with very special you.
. Maybe there are some of you out there
that pay very close attention to your pro-
fessor and his/her lectures in every class
you sign up for. I'm not advocating this
practice of zoning your professor out in
every class, but there are just some classes
that are designed to be the chunk of time
set aside to be passed by as quickly and
painlessly as possible..
Canoun $302
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 320 Elm Street
t- New Haven
(203) 562-5335
24 HOURS OF
FREE PRINKS!
7 nights from S299!
I Includes RT air, hole). 2A hours of fr&e
I drinks and weekly party schedule of
spring break events! Organize 15
freinds and EARN A FREE TRIP!
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Forum Addresses Issue of Funding for Arts
BY BETH GILLIGAN
s
 Arts Editor
Between Austin Arts Center,
Gallows Hill Bookstore, and
Cinestudio, Trinity students are
provided with a number of op-
portunities to take advantage of
the arts. However, we often take
for granted how the arts are
funded both here and abroad.
On Saturday, January 24, a
number of professors and stu-
dents gathered in Goodwin
Theater to examine this issue.
The conference, entitled "Who
Will Support the Arts Now?,"
lasted froml:00-6:00 P.M. and
addressed crucial questions
such as "How can the arts sur-
vive — free and uncensored—in
this country without govern-
ment subsidies?," and "Are the
arts an endangered species?"
This forum was the first in a se-
ries of annual events to com-
memorate Leo Shapiro, the
Copeland used a number of
clips from both television (C-
Span coverage of Senators and
Congressmen) and film (Ex-
treme Measures and Mr Deeds
Goes to Town). His speech was
also peppered with various
quotes from sources such as
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and
Alexis deTocqueville.
After Copeland's speech in
the Life Sciences Auditorium,
ence at Trinity), Andrew J. Gold
(Associate Professor of Econom-
ics and Director of Public Policy
Studies at Trinity), Tony Hall (a
playwright and Trinity's cur-
rent artist-in-residence), Wang
Meng (novelist and former Min-
ister of Culture of China; re-
cently named Presidential
Fellow at Trinity College), and
Damyan Popchristov (Director
of Off-Campus Programs in
The panel prepares for their discussion of the arts.
began his keynote address: for the Arts (NEA) budget for
the entire country is less than"Who Lost the Arts?: Or, Why
America Has No National Arts
Policy As We Approach The 21st
Century." Copeland has pub-
lished over one hundred articles
about film, dance, and theater
in various journals and newspa-
pers, and is the author of two
books, "What is Dance? and
The National Endowment for the Arts
budget for the entire country is less than
the arts budget for some European cities.
co-founder of the Trinity/
LaMama program.
After a brief introduction by
Judy Dworin, Chair of the
Department of Theater and
Dance at Trinity, Roger
Copeland, a Professor of Theater
and Dance at Oberlin College,
Cunningham's Legacy: the Re-
pudiation of Primitivism in
Modern Dance. Copeland first
addressed the different concep-
tion of arts funding in Europe
and Canada as opposed to the
United States. He pointed out
that the National Endowment
the arts budget for some Euro-
pean cities, and that the arts
grants are often given based on
social utilitarianism rather
than artistic merit. Copeland
lamented the fact that during
the 1996 Presidential Election,
the arts never occupied a sub-
stantial amount of space in the
Democratic or Republican
Party platforms.
Other important topics ad-
dressed by Copeland included
the radical reorganization of the
NEA due to budget cuts and
Republican calls for censorship,
the American aversion to pay-
ing for events that don't neces-
sarily make large profits, and
the justification of funding the
arts while we are faced with
other pressing social issues.
Throughout his speech,
Hard Rain Thrills
BY JEFFREY CROSS
Arts Writer
With the Cold War effectively
over, Hollywood has turned to-
wards natural-disaster flicks in
an effort to find new villains.
Prominent examples of this di-
saster genre include the tor-
nado-obsessed Twister, the
volcanic Dante'sPeak and Vol-
cano, and the upcoming sum-
mer action movies Deep Impact
, and Armageddon. The floods of
the Midwest are showcased, al-
beit as a backdrop, in the film
Hard Rain, formerly titled The
Flood for its aborted May 1997
release.
The town of Huntingburg,
Indiana is experiencing yet an-
other bout of flooding, forcing
its evacuation, Armored car
drivers Tom (Christian Slater,
who co-produced") and his
uncle Charlie (Ed Asner, Ask
Harriet) are going around the
various branch banks in the
area picking up their money, a
grand total of at least three mil-
lion dollars. After ditching
their truck in a flooded road on
SARAH BETTENCOURT
Professor Roger Copeland delivers the keynote address.
the crowd filtered over to Aus- Theater and Dance, Trinity Col-
tin Arts Center for a panel dis-
cussion on funding the arts here
and abroad. Moderated by
Katherine Power, an Associate
Chair for Trinity's Theater and
Dance Department, the panel
consisted of Martha Wads-
worth Coigney (Director, Inter-
national Theatre Institute of the
United States), Adrienne Fulco
(Senior Lecturer in Political Sci-
lege). The panel discussion
lasted for approximately two
hours, and discussed various is-
sues including the economic as-
pects of funding the arts,
constitutional issues regarding
the arts, and the state of the arts
in China.
The discussion was followed
by a performance, "Musings on
a Dollar," by Robbie McCauley. •
the outskirts of Huntingburg,
they are waylaid by retiring ca-
reer crook Jim (Morgan Free-
man, Kiss The Girls) and his
pack of trigger-happy losers.
Charlie gets killed and Tom
hightails it with the money,
stashing it in a flooded cem-
etery. Tom eventually ends up
in the jail cell of Huntingburg's
unpopular sheriff (Randy
Quaid, Independence Day) after
local church restorer Karen
(Minnie Driver, Good Will
Hunting) beans him in the head
with a crucifix. The sheriff
heads out to arrest Jim and re-
cover the money, and the flood ,•
waters are continually rising.,.
This was a good, pure action
movie. It elevates your heart
rate with its numerous gun
battles, plot twists, betrayals,
and chase scenes; particularly
the scene where Tom is evading
two of Jim's Jet Ski-mounted
goons through the flood hall-
ways of Huntingburg Middle
School. It might hit a little close
to home for people in the Mid-
west, but it's sure to keep you
riveted.
Miramax Home Video Contest
WIN FREE
VIDEOS
INCLUDING:
SQUEEZE,
LOVE SER-
ENADE, AND
ROYAL DECEIT
BUENA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION
A scene from the quirky
comedy Love Serenade.
LOVESEREMADE: SQUEEZE:
BUENA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION
Christian Bale stars inthe
adventure film Royal Deceit
ROYAL DECEIT:
The sexy comedy Love
Sernade comes from what
country?
Squeeze, the powerful and Christian Bale, who stars in
gripping story about three at- the thrilling adventure Royal
risk youths in the urban Deceit, made his film debut
jungle, is set in what city? in what Spielberg release?
CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST MONTH'S WINNERSIII
Send all answers to The Tripod Box 702582. One
entry per student. Must be a Trinity Student to
participate. Tripod staff not eligible.
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, The Editors of the Art* sec-
tion 'would like to apologize for
omitting part of last week's re-
view of Assassins which com-
plimented two of the show's
leads'. To correct this error, we
are printing the/allowing
paragraph.
"The cast of Assassins was
phenomenal. In the role of John
Wilkes Booth, Matthew Mors'e
played a convincing "devil." His
acting was flawlessly convinc-
ing and his singing was strong
and emotional. Javier Chacin
also portrayed his character
(Guiteau) with immense-skill
He dripped slime throughout
the piece and excelled the role
of a conniving, self-obsessed
creature. If the entire cast was
not of such an exceptional
level, these'two men could
have stolen the show."
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Damon Shines in Goodwill Hunting
BY VIRGIN A LACEFIELD
Arts Editor
Heading off to the movies
with ray somewhat conserva-
tive mother this fall was defi-
nitely a test of my good taste.
After checking out several other
films,.we decided to see Good
Will Hunting in the hopes that
it would live up to its own hype
and be a quality film. We were
well rewarded. Matt Damon
(Courage Under Fire) gave an
inspired performance as Will
Hunting, a self-educated young
man from South Boston who,
despite his lack of formal train-
ing, is able to solve difficult
math problems that have
stumped the greatest minds in
the world. Damon's portrayal of
a tormented young man with
amazing ability, little direction,
and a large chip on his shoulder
was dead on and often touching
and humorous.
Long time favorite Robin
Williams, who frequently has
demonstrated his wide range of
acting ability, co-stars as psy-
chiatrist Sean McGuire, a role
somewhat akin to John Keating,
the professor in Dead Poets So-
ciety. When Will is brought up
on assault charges _ not his first
offense — the judge is ready to
throw him in jail until
Lambeau, an MIT professor
(Stellan Skarsgard at Breaking
the Waves) who has discovered
the boy's talents, steps in and
agrees to take charge of him.
There are two conditions, how-
ever. Will must attend indepen-
dent, study, ges^A^^i^JC^^jt
he must agree to see a counse-
lor once a week. After Will frus-
trates several other therapists,
WWW.aNEMAl.COM/MOVIES97/GO.ODWILLHUNTING/US.HTML
Matt Damon and Robin Williams bond in Good Will Hunting.
Lambeau brings in McGuire, his
college roommate, who eventu-
ally manages to break through
Will's defensiveness and be-
come his friend.
Supporting Damon's role are
Minnie Driver (Sleepers, Grosse
Pointe Blank) as his girlfriend
Skylar, a Harvard senior, and
Ben Affleck, as his best friend
Chuckie.
The thing that really makes
this film stand out over others
of a similar vein is the excellent
interaction between the charac-
ters. There are struggles
Wfi mabout Will's future, between
Will and Skylar as she tries to
get closer to him; and between
p
Lambeau and Sean about their
past, There is also Will's own
inner conflict as he discovers
who he can trust and where he
wants his life to go. None of the
tension gets out of hand or are
unrealistic. Each actor delivers
a heartfelt portrayal of their
character.
If you haven't yet guessed, 1
highly recommend swinging
by Silver Lanes next chance you
get to and. catch this flick. Not
only will it make you think
about the values we as a society
place on those with above aver-
you latfgn, erf, ancf walk out
smiling. There are even a couple
action scenes for the guys.
Editor's Picks
Coming to Austin Arts this
week is The Nun's Circle;Glo-
bal Revisioning in Sacred
Practice. This unique photo
and arts exhibit in the Wid-
ner Gallery will be accompa-
nied by a group of Tibetan
nuns who will create a special
Avalokitesavara mandala of
compassion over a three week
period. Stop by and check it
out!
Go see Alfonso Cuaron's up-
dated version of Dicken's clas-
sic novel Great Expectations,
opening Friday at Hoyts Cin-
ema City! Set in modern-day
New York, the film stars Ethan
Hawke, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Anne Bancroft, and Robert
DeNiro.
Hammerstein's Showboat
continues its limited engage-
ment at the Bushnell. This
amazing musical is a must-
see, so grab a coat, call the off-
campus shuttle and head
downtown to catch this Tony-
award-winninK producauon.
tor
Also playing on the
mainstage at AAC (Goodwin
Theater) this weekend is Ilyas
Malayav and Ensemble who
will be performing a concert
of music from Central Asia.
The concert starts at 8 P.M.,
and is preceeded at 4 PM. by a
panel discussion on the musi-
cal traditions of the region
Impress your parents - take an
hour and grab some culture!
information.
'90's Alternative Cannot Stand up to '80's Rock
BY CHRIS R. HERB
A r t s W r i t e r ••'"•
The '8O's are always being la-
beled as the dark age of rock
music. Towards the' end of the
decade, when all of the hard
rock and heavy metal fads were
dying down, a savior known as
alternative rock entered the
music scene and spurred a revo-
lution. People point to The
Bangles/Winger, and Poison
and give the '8O's up for lost.
Apparently, as the '90's began,
the world needed someone to
step in and revolutionize rock
music. Nirvana, together with
bands like Soundgarden, Pearl
Jam, Stone Temple Pilots, Alice
in Chains, Green Day, and Nine
Inch Nails instead created a
short-lived burst of creativity
that revolutionized nothing but
MTV's Buzz Clips and left a
hoard of untalented, mindless,
one-hit-wonder bands in its
wake.
Looking at the top selling
rock albums of 1997,1 see many
'80's.bands. Metallica's Reload
went multi-platinum as did
U2's Pop album. Megadeth's
Cryptic Writings and Queens-
ryche's In and the Now Frontier
album also sold millions of cop-
ies. Six out of the top ten albums
belong to bands of the '80's.
That's staying power. To combat
this problem, alternative advo-
cates label these bands as sell-
outs just because they are
successful. If you are a musician,
don't you think you should have
the right to make money? The
term "sellout" is simply propa-
ganda circulated by untalented
bands to get into the main-
stream. How else would they get
noticed? Just for, the record, I
firmly believe if any band gets
picked up by a record label, they
are not going to give up their
chance to make money. Get real.
The term "sellout" is just a gim-
mick. , : .
If you look at all the alterna-
tive rock front runner bands,
you will see that none of them
. lasted more than three or four
years, or in the very least, more
than three decent albums. In-
stead of creating new sounds or,
taking their bands to new ley-
els, most '90's band members are
content to-break up or find
some other band doing the
same kind of gig. There is so
much inbreeding in '90's rock
culture that you'd think you.
were in the Mid-West. Nirvana's
fate started the real alternative
trend. Kurt Cobain revolution-
ized what is known to guitarists*
as the power chord. A power
chord is the simplest of chords,
very easy to play, requires only
two fingers, and can be slid any-
where on a guitar. Kurt was
never a very good guitarist, nor
did he.have much of a singing
voice. His "grunge," alternative
rock music did become popular
though, so popular he had to
shoot himself in the head, hence
the end of Nirvana. Green Day
didn't revolutionize much ei-
ther with their big chart-top-
ping album Dookie. Those four
different power chords for their
guitar riffs didn't do much to
amaze me. Neither did Billy
Joe's pretend British accent
Pearl Jam was successful for
about one and a half albums.
After that the band was content
to live off Eddie Vedder's voice
and rip off Hendrix guitar riffs.
They got progressively worse
with each album, as their record
sales demonstrate. Yet Vedder's
voice started a small trend as
record companies searched for
Downward Spiral remixed, and
remixed, and remixed again.
. Trent. Reznor should think up
something new. Soundgarden
was my last hope for the nine-:
ties, but they also broke up af-
ter only two and a half decent.
records to work'on individual
projects. None of those bands
had what it takes to succeed.
If the '90's alternative rock
trend, both in mind and music,
.WWWJTlS.COM/"WONKO/ANfOH/PIX/U2JPEG/U2jOSHJPG
U2 as pictured on the cover of their album, The Joshua tree
other deep voiced male vocal-
ists. Stone Temple Pilots took
center stage and put out three
good albums, but died out when
vocalist Scott Weiland became
too dependant on heroin, to
work with the band. Similarly,
Jerry Cantrell of Alice in Chains
had a unique voice which gen-
erated a couple great records,
until he also become involved
with heroin. As for Nine Inch
Nails, 1 get tired of hearing
is so impressive, why can't I find
any band that can create more
than a few albums without re-
peating themselves, or last long
enough to try? Who does have
what it taT<es to succeed? Stay-
ing power rests on a band's abil-
ity to keep entertaining large
audiences. Bands must be able
to alter their own tastes and cre-
ate new riffs and melodies that
will continually amaze listen-
ers. I can think of two '80's
bands off the top of my head
which possess such power, U2
and Metallica, From The Joshua
Tree to Pop, itrisn't hard to see
. that U2 is able to develop new
sounds. The fact that they have
been pumping out hits for over .
a decade, coupled with the fact
that they can still put on a good
live show, means that they con-
tinue to rise above, other bands
m respect, talent, and following,
Metallica is another band, that
has staying power. They are
amazing musiciansr Each al-
bum since Kill'em All offers
something new and they put on
one of, if not the most impres-
sive shows live, as well.
No '90's band can come close
to a dynasty such as U2 or
Metallica. Why then are the
'80's so criticized and the'90s so
revered? I don't get it. There were
some great albums, but after the
front runner bands died out,
bands such as Jimmy's Chicken
Shack, Seven Marry Three,
Creed, Veruca Salt, L7, God Lives
Underwater, POT USA, The Off-
;spririg.'and;Bush were left to
take over. They just don't have
the ability. Rock music needs a
revolution. The record compa-
. nies have to start producing tal-
ented bands and.not just
horrible imitations of dead
bands leading a trend to no-
where. There are a large num-
ber of bands within the United
States playing at small clubs
and in garages, many of which
are far more talented than any
of the bands that now plague
the radio and our ticket-mas-
tered concert scene.
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Gianni Versace's Work on Display at the Met
BY CHRISTINE RAGASA
Arts Writer
Gianni Versace's death in July will be
remembered by many people, including
those in the music, film, and fashion in-
dustries. Throughout his life, Versace in-
tegrated these three areas because he
found each field unique in facilitating
self-expression. Intrigued by the sensual,
sexual, and energizing performances of
musical pop-artists such as Madonna,
Prince, and Elton John, Versace's designs
reflected these seductive qualities. Al-
though he was heavily influenced by
rock n' roll, Versace also perceived many
traditional art periods to be stimulating.
The designer spent some of his time in
museums because he was inspired by
many artistic forms and images.
Versace was especially revered at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City. He played a significant role in
organizing collections for the Costume
Institute at the Met. Currently, the mu-
seum is featuring an exhibit to pay hom-
age to the late Italian designer. I recently
visited the Met primarily to take a
glimpse of the Versace display, which
will be on view through March 22nd,
and discovered a great deal about his life
and work.
While growing up surrounded by the
textile industry in southern Italy, study-
ing design in Milan, and gaining expo-
sure to the fashion industry in London
and New York City, Versace carried a
sense of worldliness in him that is most
exemplary in his couture collection. He
played a prominent role in merging sev-
eral cultural elements together through
fashion. Versace also incorporated many
classical elements from the Baroque and
Victorian periods, which he found tre-
mendously inspirational for their sym-
bolic image. Many of his designs for men
WWW.CSUA.BERKEIEY.EDU/-SAFAR1/
VERSACE.HTML
Gianni and Donatella Versace at a
show shortly before his 1997 murder.
were based on Roman warrior figures,
thus indicating magnificence and power
in his collection. These outfits were con-
structed to emphasize his body-con-
scious motif usually through close-
fitting attire or by exposing the pectoral
area.
Many similar designs led to the cre-
ation of a controversial theme within the
Versace name. On display is the famous
black dress Elizabeth Hurley wore to a
London movie premiere in 1994. Held
together by large, gold safety pins, the
dress was designed to reveal parts of the
subject's figure and to enhance Versace's
admiration for the seductive body
through several side slits. The use of
draping was adopted from the concept
of the sari and utilized to exhibit his ob-
session with the corporeal existence.
Certainly, fabrics such as silk and chif-
fon helped to add an elegant appeal.
These dresses, which provided barely
any coverage of the body, revealed
Versace's desire to break barriers with
traditional fashion styles.
Just as Versace admired many of the
famous actors in the film industry, he
respected other celebrities, such as Prin-
cess Diana, for their beauty and auda-
cious qualities. To transmit this striking
appeal in his ensembles, Versace utilized
leather, rhinestones, plastic, and leopard
print material to create an empowering
effect.
Gathering much strength, support,
'and contributions from his brother
Santo and younger sister Donatella,
Gianni formed the Versace empire. One
basic goal of Gianni's career was his con-
stant attempt to energize and make
people happy. He continued this precept
by stressing the importance of color. This
main theme is clearly demonstrated
throughout the Versace collection, par-
ticularly one gown pieced together by
cover pictures from Vogue magazine and
another ensemble consisting of Warhol-
like images of Marilyn Monroe and
James Dean.
In spite of his death, his legacy will
continue with the help of his family,
friends, and all those who appealed to
his vivacious nature. The designer will
always be remembered for his signature
style. Many may be captivated by his
WWW.PATHHNDER.COM/PEOPLE/97972I/
FEATURE5/VERSACE4.HTML
Elizabeth Hurley's famous black
dress, now on display at the Met.
spirit, flamboyancy, and strength most
admired by other designers in the indus-
try. His individual creativity and sense
of innovation are two elements the pub-
lic will miss from Versace. However, the
current exhibition will undoubtedly
give people a chance to rediscover the
works of this great designer.
Tim Newton Trio Rocked Crowds Saturday Night
Bv BRADLEY DALLAS MANNAL
Arts Writer
This was Rock and Roll. Rock and
Roll The music my ears delightfully wit-
nessed at Saturday night's Cleo galar in
the Party Barn was nothingshortof pure,
adrenaline boiling, Rock and Roll.
The Tim Newton Trio, or TNT, was
very poor background music for the sold
out crowd of beer chuggers. Instead,
their gripping groove came out of the
speakers, grabbed ears, and pulled them
inside TNT's insane world of astonish-
ingly powerful, yet suave, Rock bliss.
The band opened up with "Junkman."
As people were still piling in and blow-
ing the foam off beers, this song firmly
took hold of nearly everyone. It closed
out with an astonishingly tightand fast
jam led by guitarist Wilson Lihn. There
Drummer Tim Newton performs a solo during the Saturday
night concert.
The Office of International Programs
invites you to join us for these
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM VISITS
Date
1,27.98
Tuesday
1.28.98
Wednesday
2.3.98
Tuesday
2.9.98
Monday
2.26.98
Thursday
2.27.98
Friday
3.30.98
Monday
'-Time
4:00 p.m. -
5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -
5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.- .:
5:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.-
2:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -
5:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. -
2:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -
5:00 p.m.
Program
Beaver College Genter for Education Abroad
multiple countries
The Swedish Program
Stockholm, Sweden
Center for Cross-Cultural Studies
Seville, Spain
Internships in Francophone Europe
France
Butler University Institute for Study Abroad
multiple countries
Academic Programs Abroad \
Paris and Montpellier, France
School for International Training
multiple countries
Location
Rittenberg Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Rittenberg Lounge
Rittenberg Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Terrace Room B
For more information, please contact the
Office of International Programs,
Goodwin Lounge.
was great coordination with fellow Co-
lumbia student and radical bassist, "Sav-
age" Sam Savage. With a resounding
finish, it was clear that they were poised
to blow the house apart.
. .And that's just what they c|idj;.,
"Muscle Car" is the name of their- second
tune. This song was*aggressive, but
maintained a graceful melody through-
out, The freshness of "Muscle Car" proved
to really move the audience, including
the loyal freshmen football players in the
front row.
Everyone was captured by this brand
of musical euphoria provided by Lihn,
Savage, and drummer Tim Newton as
they led the crowd through "Hot Pants,"
and "ECD." As "ECD" culminated with a
triumphant guitar solo, TNT went into
what was a magnificent medley jam that
Led Zeppelin would be proud of. Ex-
cerpts from "Black Dog," "Heartbreaker,"
"How Many More Times," "Whole Lotta
Love," and "Dazed and Confused" were
ingeniously wrapped together to pro-
duce tremendous sound. Lihn's great ef-
fects on "Dazed and Confused" were
comparable only to Savage's sick weave
through "How Many More Times."
The band then zoomed into the jazzy
"Cyclone." Lihn and Savage exited stage
left to pursue nefarious activities with
roadies Stephen Lindsay and Jeff Ward.
Regardless, the important thing is they
left Trinity Senior, Tim Newton. New-
ton took the place over with his close to
8 minute drum solo revealing shades of
a young Ginger Baker and shades of
Bonzo himself.
"He rocks!" screamed one of the many
beautiful young female groupies
huddled together just trying to get a
closer look through the veil of panties
strewn all over the stage. Newton's solo
never lost its intensity and although all
of it was improvised, he seemingly could
have continued for days without a false,
step.
They closed their show with a great
improvisational jam with the famed Dj
Big Tone, a.k.a. Tony. As Tony scratched
in and out of a funky TNT backbone, the
crowd showed appreciation with a deaf-
ening ovation.. :. •
% • ' ,
BRETO'S Fine Food
Pizzas
Small (12") $ 5.00
Large (16") $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT •
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Topping ....$ .50 Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread $ 3.50
Topping ...$2.50
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives
Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon
Specialty Pizzas
S L Sheet
Red Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc. . .
White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
D e e p S p i n a c h Pie P i z z a . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust-pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball/sausage, shrimp $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Ravioli .$6.50
Stuffed Shells.. $6.50
Manicotti $6.50
Lasagna ...$7.50
Chicken Parmesan $7.50
Calzone . . . $6.00
Fettuccine Alfredo . $6.95
Garden Pasta $6.95
Beef and Peppers. $7.50
Steak on a Stick $7.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $ 6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00
Tuna Salad . $6.00
Antipasto $ 6.00
Tossed Salad $4.00
Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball.
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
T u r k e y . . . . . . . .-•.•*- . * . . • . . . - . . . . .
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB
Half
$4.25
$4,25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4,95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75 .
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
5.00 Plenty for two!
Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey. $7.95
Max's Pasta Alexandria $7.95
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi. $8.50
Shrimp on a stick . . . . . . . . . .$7.50
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp , $7.95
Linguine Mediterranean $6.95
Oriental Chicken Mazen. $7.50
Blackened Chicken $7.50
r
1
a
i
i
i
2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15taxincl.
278-4334
Large Pizza
p-
I
• Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj
• Only $10 tax incl.
I• 278-4334
J ft.
• 1 p
a
I:
a
a
a
l a ,
Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334
Small Pizza
Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334
a
s
a
a
g
Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
IP
can soda:
& Gallic Bread
with Any Salad
278-4334
2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334
«J &.
Call in Your Order --Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Around
Trinity
"I'm so happy that I am a, Kappa,
Kappa Kappa Gamma!"
Did any of you forget to wear your
black party pants at The Tap on Fri-
day night? The Kappa pledge class
didn't as they stood on their tables
raising the roof, and nearly shatter-
ing all the glasses, as they shrieked
the lyrics coming from the juke
box. AT wonders how the national
chapter would react to this very un-
ladylike display, but figures that
they are probably used to hearing
accounts of unladylike behavior
coming from these girls.
Panty Party!
Did Michael Bolton open for DJ
Big Tone at the Cleo party Saturday
night, or was it just some other
dreamy rock band? AT noticed
many lovestruck girls tossing their
panties on stage during the Tim
Newton Trio set. It's all about sex,
drugs, and rock n' roll and AT's got
No Frobblem with that.
Oh well, you'll just have to have
milk and cookies...
The joke was on a group of fresh-
men late Saturday night. AT no-
ticed a significantly sized herd of
the little fellows trotting down
Vernon Street to the Psi U house
only to mope on back when they
realized that being closed for reno-
vations means being closed for Late
Night as well.
. . . As long as you don't thrown
them up in Fun-town.
It looks like Funston may be more
of a Fun-town than the quiet dorm
this year with the actions of the-
weekend to prove it. One resident
let loose of his night's intoxication
all over the hallway floor on Satur-
day night. Although AT wasn't
there to witness the sight, we can
only assume it was performed un-
der the maximum decibel level of
loudness.
Step aside, gentlemen and let the
big boys take over.
Well, it looks like Campus Safety
can take a breather for a couple of
days. Apparently a wallet was sto-
len in the Cave the other day and
when our Safety Officers could not
catch the thief, our nation's own Se-
cret Service agents nabbed the guy
right on the Long Walk. I guess the
cat's out of the bag. Those guys in
the suits aren't from The Hall,
they're from the White House.
LECTURES
Thursday, January 29 7:00 PM
Trinity College presents "Tempest in a Tea-
pot: The Sources of a Jamaican Writer" by
Allan K. Smith Professor of English Language
and Literature Michelle Cliff; "Decolonization
in Latin America: 200 Years of Solitude" by
Professor of Modern Languages and Literature
Gustavo Remedi; and "Postcolonial Frames:
Remarks on Francophone Cinema" by Profes-
sor of Modern Languages and Literature Sonia
Lee. These lectures are part of the series,
"Decolonization: Painful Transitions in the
Cold War Era." Hamlin Hall; free admission.
Friday, January 30 4:15 PM
The Anthropology Program presents a lec-
ture entitled "In Fitness & in Health: Ana-
lyzing Anorexia in a Psychiatric Treatment
:
 Program," by Helen C. Gremillion, Depart-
ment of Anthropology, Stanford University.
Dr. Gremillion is currently a candidate for the
Medical Anthropology position at Trinity Col-
lege. McCook Library; refreshments will be
served.
Monday, February 2 4:15 PM
Visiting Professor Xinli Wang of the Phi-
losophy Department will give a lecture en-
titled, "Are There Mind-independent Facts?".
McCook 201; refreshments will be served.
Monday, February 2 7:30 PM
The Center for Collaborative Teaching &
Research and the Learning Technology Project
presents a lecture in the series: "Learning the
Future: The Future of Learning." Neil Post-
man of the Department of Culture <&r Commu-
nications at New York University, will give a
lecture entitled "Building a Bridge to the Eigh-
teenth Century," in McCook Auditorium.
Refreshments will be served: ,
Monday, February 2 7:30 PM
Lectura Dante Series: Dante Aligheris's The
Divine Comedy, "Paradise: Cantos 15-18, Roots
& Exile," by John Alcorn of Vassar College.
Free admission; Hamlin Hall.
PERTORMAN
Spirituality & All That Jazz
Unity Church, 730 Farmington Avenue, West
Hartford, has begun its new series on Wednesday
nights at 7:30 called "Spirituality & All That Jazz".
The program features jazz music along with dis-
cussion and spiritual insights. The series is hosted
by Tom Harris, noted Hartford jazz reviewer. A
$5 voluntary offering will be accepted. Call (860)
233- 3591 for more, information.
Ilyas Mayalev & Ensemble
Friday, January 30, the Austin Arts Center in
association with the Center for the Study of Reli-
gion in Public Life presents Mr. Mayalev and his
ensemble, a New York-based group of recent
Bukharan immigrants who will perform selec-
tions from the rich and diverse musical traditions
of Central Asia. This concert will commence at
8:00 PM in the Goodwin Theater; general admis-
sion is $10. Note: Preceeding this concert, an af-
ternoon panel will focus on Mr. Mayalev in a
discussion of music, religion, and national iden-
tity in post-Soviet Central Asia. (See Art)
Max Creek
The Webster Theater of Hartford presents Max
Creek, performing "Live Album Sessions" on
Thursday and Friday, January 29 and 30. Shows
begins at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $10 in advance, $12
the day of. Call Protix at (860) 422-0000 for tick-
ets and information.
The Gargoyle Pieces
Works/Laura Glenn Dance will present a
dance concert on Friday, January 30 and Satur-
day, January 31 at 8:00 PM at the Charter Oak
Cultural Center in Hartford. The GargoyhPieces
takes a sinister and humorous look at the darker
side of human nature. Tickets are $15 for general
admission, $12 for students and seniors. Call (860)
527-0226 for more information.
• ' - - • , i
Whafs Love Got To Do With It?
What's Love Got To Do With It? will be per-
forming in Hartford at the Palace Theater on Sat-
urday, January 31. Show begins at 8:00 PM.
Tickets range from $17.50-$22.50. Call Protdsrtif'
(860) 422-0000 for tickets and information.
CINESTUDIO
Washington Square (PG) " Thurs.-Sat, Jan. 29-31 7:30 PM
Sat, Jan. 31 2:30 PM
(1997) Director: Agnieska Holland. Screenplay by Carol Doyle, based on the novella by Henry James. Cast: Jennifer
Jason Leigh, Albert Finney, Maggie Smith, Ben Chaplin. It is always tempting to see the heroines of Henry James as
stand-ins for the novelist, and their struggles for selfhood as his own. In Washington Square, an intelligent but vulner-
able daughter (Jennifer Jason Leigh) tries to slip from the grasp of her domineering father. Her route of escape is a
gorgeous young man (Ben Chaplin) who satisfies none of the conventional requirements, and worse, may be attracted
to her fortune alone. Albert Finney and Maggie Smith are quite horrifying as the authority figures who do their best
to snuff out a young woman's spark. Directed by the talented Polish filmmaker, Agneiska Holland (Europa, Euro-pa,
Angry Harvest, The Secret Garden). 115 min.
Bliss (R) Fri-Sat, Jan. 30-31 9:55 PM
(1997) Written and directed by Lance Young. Cast: Craig Sheffer, Sheryl Lee, Terence Stamp, Spalding Gray. Craig
Sheffer and Sheryl Lee (who played the infamous corpse of Laura Palmer in Twin Peaks) play a post-Yuppie couple
who seem, from a distance, to have it all. However, their inability to enjoy lovemaking brings them first to a tradi-
tional counselor (Spalding Gray), and then a radical sex therapist, played with charismatic electricity by Terence
Stamp. With his unconventional treatment, including hands-on techniques and upside down tantric breathing, the
therapist leads the couple into undiscovered territory, where they can rediscover the trust that is the foundation for
erotic pleasure. "A stunning exploration of emotional and sexual intimacy"- Body Mind Spirit magazine. A HART-
FORD PREMIERE 105 min.
Eve's Bayou (R) Sun, Feb. 1 2:30 PM
Sun-Tues,Feb.l-3 7:30 PM
(1997) Written and directed by Kasi Lemmons. Cinematographer: Amy Vincent. Cast: Jurnee Smollett, Samuel L.
Jackson, Lynn Whitfield, Debbi Morgan, Diahann Carroll. The impressive first film by writer/director KasiLemmons
is a young girl's coming of age story, saturated in black Southern mysticism that has rarely been explored on the
screen. The film is set in the late 1960s in Louisiana, where 10 year-old Eve's universe revolves around her family an
overprotective mother, an aunt with unusual psychic powers, a pouty older sister and her father, a well-liked doctor.
When Eve suddenly discovers the blatant infidelities of her father (Samuel L.Jackson), the shock disrupts the shel-
tered world of childhood. Magic is a very real presence in this atmospheric film, from Diahann Carroll's haunting
portrayal as a local sorceress, to the ghostly images of Spanish moss hanging from trees in the bayou. 109 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Nueba Yol
Wednesday, January 28, the Latin American
and Spanish Film Series will present Nueba Yol
in the Life Sciences Auditorium. Directed by An-
gel Munez, this film details the experience of a
Dominican immigrant newly arrived in New
York City as he becomes disillusioned with me-
nial jobs, drug dealers, and racism. Speaker will
be Luis Figueroa, Professor of History.
Special Event: The Nuns' Circle
"The Nun's Circle: Global Re-visioning of
Women in Sacred Practice," a collaborative festi-
val that will include the first-ever creation of a
Buddhist sand mandah by Tibetan nuns outside
of their homeland, as well as a public conference,
a showing of thangka paintings, a film series,
workshops, performances, and a photo exhibi-
tion. The festival will be held from Thursday,
January 29 through Sunday, March 15. For more
information, call the Austin Arts Center at 297-
2199. •
Arts in post-Soviet Central Asia
Friday, January 30, Trinity will host a panel
discussion focusing on the music, religion, and
national identity in post-Soviet Central Asia,
with Ilyas Mayalev of the Ilyas Mayalev En-
semble, Ted Levin of Dartmouth College, and Pe-
ter Sinnot of Columbia University. Begins at 4:00
PM. Admission is free. This discussion will be
held in Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center.
History Through Photos
"From Nicaragua to Kurdistan: Documenting
History", February 2, 4:30 PM. Susan Meiselas
will discuss the cultural and political history of
the Kurdish people by juxtaposing photographs
taken within the region by travellers, missionar-
ies, anthropologists, contemporary photojournal-
ists, and Kurdish photographers. This
presentation is in Hallden Hsj.lL
free. " "
LEAP
Trinity students are invited to volunteer with
other young leaders to improve their community.
Leadership, Education, Athletics in Partnership
(LEAP), a private nonprofit organization, is seek-
ing talented youth committed to working as tu-
tors and mentors to children living in Hartford
Public Housing. For more information, call (860)
951-0767
Tech Expo
Students interested in technical careers are
invited to attend the Tech Expo in Stamford, CT
at the Stamford Sheraton on Thursday, February
5 at 10:00 AM. Attendees will meet and interview
with top decision makers from leading compa-
nies. Call (212) 655-4505 for more information.
Poetry Contest
The Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum is offering 35
cash awards in its new AwardsqfPoeticExcellencc
poetry contest. Poems entered will also be con-
sidered for publication in the Fall 1998 edition of
Poetic Voices in America, a hardcover anthology.
Visit the Sparrowgrass web site at http:/ /
www.tinplace.com/sparrow for more informa-
tion.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, January 28
4 : 3 0 P M . , : , M e d i t a t i o n :
• '
;
 • : • : : : • • : : ; : : • C r y p t C h a p e l • ";'
Sunday, February 1
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass '
7:00 PM
4:30 PM
Vespers Service
Meditation
Crypt Chapel
AIXBEV.
January 28
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
January 29
9:30 PM
January 30
8:00 PM
10:00 PM
January 31
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
/
Ken Bonfield- folk
music in the Bistro
Favorite Flick Night:
Austin Powers in the
Cave
Ramon and the
Monsters- 4 piece
funk & blues in the
Bistro
Campus Bands at the
Bistro
Lockwood Party
Vernon Center
Crosse Point Blank
McCook Auditorium
Trinity Pipes and
Drums: Ceilidh
Scottish Festival
Vernon Center H
Romy and Michele's H
High School Reunion H
McCook Auditorium g |
Attend the Trinity
Leadership Conference!
Wednesday, January 28
6:00 PM, Vernon Center
Sponsored by Student Activities, this conference
aims to help student leaders develop the necessary
skills to run a successful club and gain support
«, irom other student leaders.
Everyone Needs a Little TLC!
Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, January 29
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
Wag the Dog (R)
Tomorrow Never Dies (PG-13)
Titanic (PG-13)
The Boxer (R)
Star Kid (PG)
SpiceWorld
Mousehunt (PG)
Kundun (PG-13)
Phantoms (R)
Hard Rain (R)
Half Baked (R)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Amistad(R) .
Fallen (R)
As Good As It Gets (PG-13)
Amistad(R)
12:25 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
12:00PM,4:45PM,7:30,PM, 10:05PM, 12:20AM . - . ,
12:30 PMf 2:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:00 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:45, PM,
8:30 PM,l0:30PM, 12:30 AU ' ' , ' ' , ' ,
12:00PM,-2:30PM, " " ' ' ' ' . ' ' . ,'
12:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:35 PM
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:25 PM, 6:30 PM
1:15 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:35 AM
12:25 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:25 AM
12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:15 PM
12:50 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:25 PM
1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:15 AM
12:35 PM, 3:40 PM, 8:25 PM, 11:30 PM
1:30 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:25 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:40 AM
12:55 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 PM
12:30 PM, 3:30 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:30 PM
Newington Theater- 40 Cedar in Newton
Times are valid through Thursday, January 22
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860)666-8489
Flubber (G)
Jackie Brown (R)
The Little Mermaid (PG)
1:35 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:00 PM
7:00 PM
1:30 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:00 PM
Classifieds
Earn Money and Free Trips!!!
Absolute Best SPRING BREAK Packages available!!!
INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS,
and small groups wanted!!!
Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800 -327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
Free Cash Grants!
College, Scholarships, Business, Medical Bills
Never Repay!
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-15364
Seized Cars from $175
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. ' '
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-15364
.• ' ' - Earn $750-$1500/Week
Raise all the money your student group needs by
sponsoring a VISA Fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for information today,
Call 1-800-323-8545 x95
Miami only $79 o.w.
Mexico, Caribbean, or San Juan $200 r.t, Europe $179
o.w. Other world wide destinations cheap.
ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE CHEAPER!
Air Tech (212) 219- 7000 or (800) 575-TECH.
www.airtech.com
Excellent Extra Income Now!
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every week
Free details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
Free T-Shirt + $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities,
and other groups. Any campus organization can raise
up t o $1000 by earning a whopping $5.OO/V1SA
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
National Company is currently hiring sales and
marketing representatives for immediate openings on
your campus. Convenient hours, excellent experience,
and great pay. For more Info call (800) 378-6739.
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Panthers' Pounce On Bantam's Ice Hockey
BY JAMES CALLAGHAN
Sports Writer
Last weekend held much promise for
the Trinity Men's Hockey team. Two
wins, or even a split could have placed
the squad in excellent position for a play-
off run. Games versus Norwich on Fri-
day and Middlebury on Saturday turned
out to be as difficult on the ice as they
appeared on paper.
Friday night was a disaster for the Ban-
tams. Few Trinity scoring opportunities
coupled with a strong start by Norwich
spelled doom. The Bantams never had a
lead and took a 4-1 loss on the chin.
The Norwich attack started at 10:23 of
the first period. Cadet forward Keith
Aucoin scored assisted byjim Nagle and
Mike Ludwar. For the rest of the period,
neither team put a point on the board.
The first five minutes of the second
period were marked by a bomb. The
Bantams only open breakaway of the
weekend came via the swift skates of
Mike Schulz'98.
Schulz picked up a loose puck at
Norwich's blue line and skated in alone.
Seeing an opening on the goalies' glove
side, Schulz wound up for a slapper. "Da
bomb de Schulz" had promise, but the
goalie shifted to his left and snared the
shot.
From that point, Norwich continued
to pile it on. For the game, Trinity was
penalized nine times. Although Nor-
wich scored only one power play goal,
the Bantams tendency to spend precious
minutes in the box did nothing to help
their already struggling offensive attack.
After increasing the lead in the second
Middlebury's speed blurs our cameraperson
as the Panthers skate past the Bantams.
SARAH BETTENCOURT
period on a goal by Curt Healy, the Ca-
dets put the game away in the third. The
third Norwich goal came at 8:29. Less
than four minutes later, Norwich scored
again to go up 4-0. Finally, at 12:34 of
the third, Trinity put a point on the
board.
Trinity forward James Devine '99
scored off an assist from defenseman
David Kliener '01. Putting a point on the
board was a moral victory, but it would
be Trinity's only victory of the weekend.
The next afternoon thethree time de-
fending national champion Middlebury
Panthers crept into Hartford. While
Trinity was coming off the loss to Nor-
wich, Middlebury was coming from
Middletown where they had pummelled
Wesleyan, 11-0.
Coming into the game, Trinity realized
only a very well played 60 minutes
would challenge the Panther attack. Al-
though the Ban tarns came into the game
fired up, the fire went out relatively
quickly.
At the 6:47 mark of the first period,
Middlebury forward Eric Zink scored
the first of his three goals. Only five min-
utes later, Middlebury scored again. The
goal was particularly disheartening con-
sidering the Bantams were only seconds
from killing off a Middlebury power
play.
Middlebury went into the second pe-
riod with a 2-0 advantage. By the 12:18
mark of the second, the Panthers had in-
creased their lead to 5-0. During the sec-
ond period, Trinity did not register a shot
on goal until two minutes remained.
Almost the entire game was spent in
Trinity's defensive zon2e.
In a break from tradition, to frustra-
tion, the Trinity faithful showered the ice
with fruit and baked goods not when
Trinity scored but when a Middlebury
goal was called off. Most of the projec-
tiles were aimed in the direction of the
Trinity net.
Manning the nets for five of the
weekend's six periods was Jeff Blair '99.
Although the Bantam weekend ended
with two losses, Blair played well, regis-
tering 71 saves. Derek Cuhna '01 replaced
Blair in the third and held Middlebury
scoreless for a solid eighteen minutes.
When the final buzzer sounded,
Middlebury had closed out Trinity 7-0.
With eight games remaining,
defenseman Mike Schulz '98 stated, "To
make the playoffs, we need to win five,
maybe six games." Forward Mike Burns
'98 was equally optomistic, "It was a dif-
ficult weekend but we're three points
ahead of last year's pace. The seniors are
going to have to lead this team into the
playoffs."
Trinity's record dropped to 6-7-1 over-
all, and 4-5-1 in the ECAC East. This
weekend they host Connecticut College
and Holy Cross.
Give Hartford A Sporting Chance: Part One
BY FRED SCHONENBERG
Sports Editor
On March 27,1997 Peter Karmanos
pulled the Whalers out of Hartford and
left the community with an empty Civic
Center and heavy hearts. It seemed Hart-
ford wouldslowly disappear into.athletic
anonymity and the city's sports fans
would be forced to look elsewhere for
sporting entertainment. ESPN broad-
caster, Charlie Steiner, commented that
"Without the Whalers, Hartford is just a
bus stop between New York and Boston."
The loss of the Whalers stripped Hart-
ford of the only major league sport in
Connecticut and denied the community
a team it loved. Yet, the community of
Hartford has overcome its stigma and
welcomed an influx of new teams rep-
resenting a wide array of sporting en-
deavors. The loss of the Whalers has
opened many new sporting opportuni-
ties that have revitalized the athletic fu-
ror of the Hartford community.
This week alone the Civic Center
Civic Center
boasts two University of Connecticut-
men's basketball games, a University of
Connecticut women's game, the Con-
necticut Pride (men's basketball), the
New England Blizzard (women's basket-1
ball), the Hartford Wolf Pack (New York
Rangers' American Hockey League af-
filiate), the WWF, and an auto show.
The loss of the Whalers has enabled
the Civic Center to recruit all of these
Be fl Bartender!
Have Fun Meet People and Earn Great Money
Train behind actual bars.
35 hour course. Start on Monday. Graduate on Friday.
Day class—Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 4:30
Evening Class-Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday for 3 weeks
Limited Classes so reserve your place behind the bar today.
Lifetime Free Job Rssistance
Starts Right Ruiay.
Boston Bartenders School of America in Hartford
614 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105
(860)522-1999
programs which offer greater variety at
more reasonable prices. A Whalers game
could cost a family a week's salary and,
let's face it, the Whalers never put a prod-
uct dn the Ice worthy of an afternoon's
salary. Now a family of four can watch
the Wolf Pack play for under $50 and will
see a team that could beat recent Whal-
ers teams.
In addition, there is no question
whether the Wolf Pack is a possession of
the community or a ruthless business
frying to extort spare dollars from the
athletically starved. The Wolf Pack is
Hartford's own and the players have yet
to be corrupted by greed and fame. The
play is gritty, ambitious and packed with
a desperate desire rarely seen in today's
major league athletes. It is of course an
honor and privilege to see a legitimate
athletic superstar, but how often do we
watch our heroes loaf through a game?
Spoiled by the ease of their life, the com-
petitive fire dimly flickers beneath their1
thousand dollar suits and prepared
speeches.
The Hartford players may play at a
level one notch below the NHL but they
are playing with all of their heart and
that kind of entertainment is priceless.
Many feel that sports are dead in Hart-
ford but they are sorely mistaken. The
Civic Center has taken tremendous
strides to assure that the love affair be-
tween sports and the Hartford commu-
nity remains intact.
The CDA (Connecticut Development
Authority) recently announced that the
New York Knicks and the New York
Rangers will play one game each at the
Civic Center in the next year. The Civic
Center hosted the Phoenix ATP Tour
World Doubles Championships from
November 19-23, a world class gymnas-
tics tournament featuring Olympic stars,
and has several ice skating shows
planned in the upcoming months.
This aggressive recruitment of major
events has revitalized the downtown
business district and has exposed the
community to an array of sporting ex-
periences. The Wolf Pack alone is ex-
pected to generate between four and
seven million dollars in economic ben-
efits according to CDA chairperson
Arthur Diedrick.
This past Saturday the Wolf Pack drew
a franchise record 14,115 fans and re-
mained atop first place in the New En-
gland Division. As for Charlie Steiner,
Hartford may be just a bus stop between
New York and Boston, but it is a bus stop
with amazing athletic promise.
This article is an introduction to a
weekly column The Trinity Tripod will
be running this semester. Each week we
will highlight a different sports experi-
ence in Hartford with the hopes of show-
ing the Trinity community that Hartford
sports are affordable and1 enjoyable.
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Women's Indoor On Track Women's Squash
.,, BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO
Sports Writer
On Saturday, the Women's In-
door Track and Field team trav-
eled to Brandeis University to
compete in the annual Brandeis
Invitational.
The women competed
against more than 10 teams and
finished in fourth place. A
number of athletes, in a variety
of events, fared well at this meet.
In field events it was tri-cap-
tain Beth Doran '99 that gave
Trinity a needed boost. Doran,
in the weight throw, success-
fully qualified for the finals
where she went on to capture
third place. She has meticu-
lously been working on her
form and strength, steadily im-
proving with each meet. Coach
Suitor was pleased with her ef-
fort, commenting, "She has been
throwing well, real well."
Also providing off-the-track
points for the squad was fresh-
men Amanda Rival. Rival, a
heptathlete, demonstrated her
jumping skill as she finished
fourth with a leap of 4.9 meters
in the open long jump.
Rival carried this success
over to the track as she also
placed fourth in the 55m
hurdles in a time of 9.21 sec-
onds. Rival should continue to
be a force on the team, as she
continues to develop the many
ts of her event.
In the 600m race, two other
freshmen also did exception-
ally well. Mansa Eddy and Ann
Mary Lukas ran sr£alJy?tr.fftrig *
races. They captured second
fourth respectively, with
Eddy running a time of 1:41.69
minutes and Lukas finishing a
mere second behind with a time
of 1:42.69.
Progressing along the dis-
tance hierarchy was tri-CEiptain'
Nicole Hanley '99 in the 1000m.
Hanley finished the race in 3:11
minutes, earning an impressive
third place finish.
Hanley continued her suc-
cess as anchor of the 4 x 400
team. She ran, along with Eddy,
Lukas, and Katherine Shearer
'00, a time of 4:16 minutes.
Hanley was excited about her
Training in the f ieldhouse, Beth
Doran '99 laps a fellow runner.
performance, stating, "I'm really
happy with today. I'm psyched
about my split in the relay and
pleased with the 1000, too."
Three juniors competed in
the 1500m. Yolanda Flamino
lunshed second in a time of
*
lT4B^1rimutes, an NCAA pro-
visional qualifying time.
Thania Benios and Kim
Mendell stuck close to one an-
other throughout their heat of
the race.
Steadily they advanced on
the lead pack and eventually
Benios captured the lead with
Mendell sticking on her heels.
Benios went on to push the pace,
winning her section with a time
of 5:07 minutes. Mendell did
not let Benios out of range and
finished right behind her with
a time of 5:08 minutes. The two
seemed to utilize one another as
they scorched the rest of the
field in impressive fashion.
The longest women's distance
event of the day was the 3000m.
Trinity ran three women in a
field of over 30 runners and was
able to gather some additional
points. Yolanda Flamino won
. the race in a time of 10.26 mm- •
utes. Senior Elizabeth Worthy
finished third with a time of
10:43 minutes, an improvement
over her previous time from the
Yale Invitational on January 10.
Also improving her time
from the meet at Yale was Sonya
Worthy '98 who finished the
race in a time of 11:13 minutes.
These two seniors continue to
provide support and depth in
the distance races.
The women had a successful
day and look forward to con-
tinuing their success at future
.. meets. This Friday they will
travel to Middletown to com-
pete in the Wesleyan Invita-
tional which begins at 5:00 pm.
Dramatic Scoring Spree Lifts
The Bantams In Final Seconds
Women's Hockey Defeats MIT In Year's First Win
BY HEIDI NOTMAN
Sports Writer
This past Sunday the Trin-
ity Women's Ice Hockey team
finally chalked up their first
win of 1998.
The team
beat MIT by a
[score of 5-3.
The game was a lot closer than
the score reflected, and it
wasn't until the end of the
third period that the Bantams
forged ahead.
After two periods, the score
was tied 3-3. With five min-
utes left in the game, two con-
secutive penalties were called
against MIT for tripping.
With a golden opportunity
and a 5 on 3 advantage, Trin-
ity called time-out to organize
a play. When the game re-
sumed, Mandy Lydon '00 won
the draw and hussled around
' behind the net. She slipped the
puck right by the goalie, sur-
prising her teammates as well
as MIT's goalie. Trinity put the
finishing touches on their vic-
tory when Emma Fuerst '00
netted a goal with only 46
seconds remaining.
"This was a big win for us.
We played three solid periods
of good hockey," commented
goalie Shanna Henderson '99.
Devon Binch '00 and
Samantha Desmarais '98 also
added goals.
Henderson made a total of
45 saves throughout the game.
"Everyone contributed...the
forwards were really aggres-
sive and the defense stayed
solid," added Emily Lacroix
'00.
The Bantams will try to
continue their success this
weekend as they hit the road
to New York, facing off
against Colgate and
Hamilton. .
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
Another week and the Trin-
ity Women's Squash team
kept rolling. The team played
three matches and came out
with a record of 2-1 for the
week.
It started with a journey to
Poughkeepsie, New York to
play Dartmouth and Vassar.
The match against
Dartmouth came first and al-
though the team went in
thinking that they could pull
off the win, it was not meant
to be. Trinity was only able to
win three matches and ended
up losing 6-3.
The three matches that
went in Trinity's favor where
Janine Thompson '01 (#1)
who had a very quick match
and won 3-0.
Gail Davie '00 at #2 won a
much harder fought match as
she pulled out her win 3-2. In
Davie's fifth game she did not
allow her opponent to score a
single point, winning 9-0.
• The third win came at the
#9 position as co-captain
Amanda Tucker '98 also won
her match by the score of 3-0,
Another Trinity player,
Betsy Paluck '99 who was
playing #5 also took her oppo-
nent to a fifth game before los-
ing 3-2. Paluck showed great
improvement in her game in
what amounted to a well
fought match.
Although the match did
not go in the Bantams favor,
the team felt that they all were
showing signs of improve-
ment. The next goal for the
team is to beat their two up-
coming opponents, Williams
and Brown.
An hour after the
Dartmouth match, the team
took to the courts again, tak-
ing on a weaker Vassar team.
Every Bantam won their
matches including: co-cap-
tain Paige Vollmer '99 (#3),
Serena Carbonell '98 (#4),
Randy DuPree '00 (#6), Sarah
Burbank '99 (#7), Priscilla
Farnum '00 (#8), as well asjen
Death '00 (#10).
The match was a quick one
and as the team headed home,
they prepared themselves for
a match the next morning
against Franklin and
Marshall.
Playing against another
team which was also weaker,
allowed the team to rest some
of their top players and give
the younger members on the
team a chance to see some var-
sity playing time. The lineup
was the same as Saturday but
Vollmer started at #1.
The team won 8-0; unfortu-
nately Carbonell as #1 lost a
long match 3-2. All other
Bantams won 3-0, including
Nicole Hanley '00 at #9, Sarah
Greenwood '01 at #10, and
Abby Dorman '01 at #11. It
was impressive and exciting
to see the team play such a
high level of squash even
against weaker players.
The team will spend all
week preparing for Williams
and then practice on Sunday
to play Brown University on
Monday at 5:00.
Come and see what every-
one'is'talking about, see what
makes squash so exciting by
joining the team up at the
courts and catch some of the
action at one or both home
matches this weekend.
Men's Squash Sits
Atop Of The World
play in defeating a three-time
All- American. Loua Coetzee
'01 also played a fantastic match
at the #3 slot, and freshman
Duncan Pearson was impressive
too at the #4,
The Bantams cruised to a 8-1
win, and further solidified their
place among the nation's best
squash programs.
Assaiante, although slightly
disappointed with the crowd •
turnout at his team's matches,
had nothing but praise for his
squad. "This might be the most
talented team I've ever coached
right here, and that is some-
thing that's really exciting for
me as a coach. It's an interest-
ing challenge, because we're
such a young team as well, and
with that, you never really
know what's going to happen
on any given day."
." Assaiante does know his
team has the potential to go a
long way in the pursuit of the
national title they so desper-
ately desire. Their next big
match is against Williams at
home on Saturday, and a large
crowd is of great importance for
the remainder of the Bantam's
season if they are to attain their
ultimate, goal. With the sched-
ule now in full swing, the Trin-
ity Men's Squash team must
continue at their current fever-
ish pace if they are to capture
the nationalchampionship.
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Men's Hoops Splits 'Em
BY JOSH GOLDFINE
Senior Editor
After bolting out to an 8-0 start this
season, the Trinity College Men's Basket-
ball Team has struggled recently. After
dropping their first game of the season
to Springfield College on January 15,
then defeating Albertus Magnus two
days later, the Bantams faced another
steep test last week.
On Tuesday evening, the Bantams
made the trek across the Massachusetts
border to take on the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst, who had defeated top-ranked
and arch-rival Williams the previous
week.
It was a classic matchup of two top-
ranked teams. Trinity, even with its loss
to Springfield, remained one of the top-
ranked teams in the nation with a 9-1
mark. Amherst had roared to an 11-0
' start, the best in the school's history.
It was Trinity who jumped out to an
early lead. A swarming Bantam defense
helped to build an early nine-point edge.
But, the Lord Jeffs came back with nine
three-pointers, giving Amherst a 33-31
lead at the half. This lack of perimeter
defense was the same problem which
plagued the Bantams against Spring-
field; it proved to be their undoing on
this night as well.
In the second half, the Bantams were
completely outplayed by their hosts.
Amherst ended up outscoring the Ban-
tams 49-37 in the second stanza to send
the Bantams home on the losing end of
an 82-68 final score. Jason Levin '99 (14
pts., 10 rebounds) muscled his way in the
paint to keep the score close in the sec-
ond half, but the Lord Jeff s were just too
much for Trinity.
Yet, the Bantams hurt themselves as
well. Senior Tim Lynch, always intensely
emotional on thecourt, was whistled for
a foul and a subsequent technical foul
with 11:23 to play. The play came at an
inopportune moment for the Bantams as
Amherst's Brian Dracut hit a pair of free
throws to give Amherst a 50-49 lead,
which it would never relinquish. Cap-
tain Craig Moody (15 pts., 4 rebounds)
commented, "It was a tough loss. We
couldn't really get anything going. They
were a good team playing in their own
gym, and they really used the home
court to their advantage."
Despite an 81-66 win at lowly Suffolk
on Saturday night to improve the Ban-
tams to 10-2 on the season, the team lies
in a tough situation. Juniors John
Mulfinger and Kevin Bednar have been
playing with painful injuries ever since
the team returned from the winter break
at the beginning of the month.
Mulfinger's struggles have really
plagued the Bantams recently, A potent
three-point shooter who was hitting
nearly half of his threes before the New
Year, Mulfinger has gone l-for-33 from
downtown since. The problem may not
be so easily cured. "His back is killing
him," says Coach Stan Ogrodnick, who
may be seeing his team crumble to inju-
ries for the second straight year. "He has
his good days and bad days, but it's re-
ally bothering him."
Bednar's health is failing as welt, as
tendonitis in his knees have plagued the
New Jersey native, who is currently lead-
ing the nation in field goal percentage at
71.4%. Ogrodnick plans to give Bednar
the entire week off to prepare for the
Williams trip this Friday evening, per-
haps the Bantams' toughest test this sea-
son. "We just have to shoot the ball
be tter," says Ogrodnick, noting his team's
struggles, especially from behind the arc,
where Trinity has hit just seven of its last
33 shots. "Williams is a big game for us.
We've got to cqme ready to play."
A win at Williams thrusts the Ban-
tams in to the hunt for an NCAA tourna-
menrtirffi-w'hicif fraf elMfd'ffiettt'gin'ce'
1994. A victory would place Amherst,
Williams and Trinty on the same plane
and leave the tournament selection com-
mittee a difficult decision.
Kevin Bednar '99 eyes the rim in a recent free
throw attempt as Mike Labelia '01 looks on.
THOM BACK
Men's Team Runs On
Caleb Sayom '00 paces himself in his
practice laps in the field house.
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO
Sports Writer
This weekend the annual Brandeis In-
vitational was held in Waltham, MA. At
this meet a number of fantastically close
races took place with Trinity faring quite
well.
The day began with the 3K, in which
two Trinity athletes ran. Sophomore
Andrew Malick and Freshmen Todd
TWiafkelz Tan' Sm" aft;' steady Tattsr "Th'ey '-
both ran with the tight knit group of
leaders from the gun. They settled in
position and progressed ahead, then
with a mile left they both picked up the
pace a bit and went on to finish with
times of 9:20(Markelz) and 9:34 (Malick).
In response to their races both runners^
were pleased. Markelz saidj *HtS1^n'T'
raced in a while due to an injury, but it
was great to be back. I was aiming for a
time in the 9:20 area so I'm pleased." Con-
tinuing along these lines, Malick said, "1
think this may be my event. The 1500 is
too short, the 5000 is to long. I felt good
today. This is a nice starting place to
work off of,"
A number of Trinity runners raced the
400m. Matthew McShane '99 lead the
way for Trinity, followed by sophomores
Frank Lane and decathlete Caleb Sayom.
These sprinters added depth and sup-
port to the men's fine effort. .
, . .A greatdeal of excitement came from
the men's 5K race. Senior Eric Lavigne
got off to a quick start in a fast and
crowded field. Lavigne ran in the top five
KYRASKVIR
throughout the entire race and went on
to finish third. This finish qualified
Lavigne for the New England meet
which will be held on February 21 at
Hamilton. 'Following his lead were
sophomores David Kyle and Adam
Forkner. Both of these runners steadily
made their way through the field as they
finished with impressive times. Most
notable was Kyle's 15 second PR, as he
finished in a time of 16:43. Kyle was
rightfully pleased with this jump of ad-
vancement. Wh'en questioned about his
race he maintained a modest tone, but
could not help but to be pleased. He said,
"I ran well. I improved my time consid-.
erable which is always nice. I'm very
 (t,#*»»"**
happy, It always keeps you motivated****
your times are falHnjg^ ***1*****1^
iS1g(g1ljaiiiB»*e'*'**B?njamin Goss, a
"Uecathlete, participated in the high
jump, 55m hurdles and 4 x 400m relay.
Goss cleared 6' 2" in the high jump and
ran the fastest split of the relay. He con-
tinues to work on the technical aspects
of his other events, while maintaining
his strength and speed. This combina-
tion should lend itself to some powerful
performances later in the season. Also
participating in field events was junior
Morgan Steckler who threw 20' 5" in the
weight throw
The men's team had a number of fine
performances and this success should
carry over to their meet this Friday in
Middletown, where they will participate
in the Wesleyan Invitational. This meet
begins at 5:00 pm and is free for the view-
ing public.
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone * Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
1This Week
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING
INDOOR
TRACK
SWIMMING
MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY
MEN'S
SQUASH
WOMEN'S
SQUASH
TUE
at Westfield
State
.7:00 pm
WED
at
Wesleyan
5:00 pm
THU
at Amherst
7:00 p m
FRI
at Williams
7:30 pm
WILLIAMS
7:30 p m
CONN. COLL.
7:35 p m
SAT
at Middlebury
3:00 pm
MIDDLEBURY
3:00 pm
at NYU
1:00 pm
WHEATON
1:00 pm
HOLY CROSS
4:30 pm
WILLIAMS
2:00 pm
WILLIAMS
2:00 pm
SUN MON
BROWN
7:00 pm
BROWN
5:00 pm
• - % /
Trivia: Athletes in Amusing Commercials
The Pod will reward a 6 of Miller Lite to the first couch potato who can
answer the following questions correctly at x2589. (Bob Ueker would be
proud).
1. Referred to as "Money," this high f lyin former Tar Heel dunked as Spike
Lee exclaimed,"It's gotta be the shoes!"
2. This inconsistent tennis player used to advise that image is everything
even as his tennis game plummeted..
3. This athlete seems to "Know" everything; he's even planning a come-
back to the National past-time.
4. This hard hitting full-back is often seen dangling a little thingy for
.Zest, he's iron-headed when it comes to trying other brands., - _ . .
5. Is any former UCONN player better suited to star in the Bob's commer-
cials? "I Doubt It!"
WWWJUMPMAN23.COM
Captains In The Spotlight
Women's Basketball
Name: Carolyn Canty,
Hometown: Sharon, MA
High School: Nobles and Greenough
Major: Psychology
Position: Forward
Notables:
-Impressive interior scorer and rebounder
-Exceptional range
-Scores points in bunches (large bunches)
Quotables:
"C.C. Smoove, as we have always called her,
I has always been there to get a rebound, hit a three or
I lend a shoulder to cry on."
-Colleen McGlynn <Sr Sarah Martin
Name: Colleen McGlynn
Hometown: North Redding, MA
High School: Bishop Fenwick
Major: Political Science
Position: Point Guard
Notables:
-amazing ball handling skills including the
nastiest cross-over in Division III
-tenacious defender
-tremendous court vision and passing skills
-the quintessential point guard
Quotables:
"Colleen is our spiritual guru, on and off the
court."
-Sarah Martin SrCarolyn Canty
Name: Sarah Martin :
Hometown: Fitchburg, MA
High School: Cushing Academy
Major: American Studies
Position: Forward
Notables:
-explosive scorer with phenominal
interior moves '
-cleans the glass better then Windex •
-defensive power in the paint
Quotables: :
"Sarah recently realized she missed
her true calling.,, ice-skating, but 1,
for one, am glad."
-Colleen McGLynn |
Crtpb
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Spectacular Shooting Boosts Women s Hoops
%BY KATE LEONARD
Sports Writer
This week the Women's Bas-
ketball team (8-2) started a
month long stretch of highly
competitive games against
ranked teams with two huge
wins against Amherst and
Clark. In addition to these wins
the team's 45.4% shooting per-
centage is presently 13th best in
the nation.
On Tuesday night, the Ban-
tam scraped together a decent
second-half against Amherst
for a convincing 49-30 win.
After a first half plagued with
turnovers and a dismal half-
time score of 16-12, Trinity
emerged from the locker room
a new team. The Bantams im-
proved their 23% shooting per-
centage from the first half to
55% in the second, outscoring
the Lord Jeffs 33 -18. With the
help of twenty-seven Amherst
turnovers, the Bantams col-
lected their first win of the
week.
Stepping up for the Bantams
was .sophomore Grerchen
MacColl(13 points, 8 rebounds),
who has lead the team in scor-
ing throughout the early part of
the season., MacColl, who is
shooting an amazing 6Z.1%.
Megan Shutte '00 follows through after a recent free throw
attempt for the red-hot Bantams.
from the floor, is ranked #3 in
the nation for shooting percent-
ages. Working with MacColl in
the paint was senior Sarah Mar-
tin who provided Trinity with
10 points and 5 rebounds.
The Bantams suffered a huge
loss in the first half, when for-
ward Caitlin Luz went down
with a possible ACL tear. Luz, a
defensive force for the Bantams,
provides the:teaiiL?with'arLUttn=.
matched aggressiveness on
both ends of the floor.
On the outside, the team was
lead by senior point guard Col-
leen McGlynn who tore down
twelve rebounds and dished out
fiveassistsinthewin. Assisting
McGlynn were guards Megan
Shutte (5 pts, 3 assists) and Kate
Leonard (11 pts, 4 assists)
On Saturday, the team trav-
4 k l h
The World Awaits #2 Squash
Preston Quick '00 plays his
opponent's deep return.
BY STARK TOWNSEND
Sports Writer
In the eyes of the Trinity
Men's Varsity Squash team, the
battle has only just begun. Cur-
rently poised at 9-0 following
victories against Dartmouth,
Vassar, and Franklin and
Marshall, the Bantams are still
eyeing the prospect of an unde-
feated season and a National
Championship, if all goes ac-
cording to plan. Head Coach
Paul Assaiante's squad has
KYRASKV1R
played fantastic squash
throughout this year's cam-
paign, and it will take that type
of flawless play to bring the de-
sired national championship
back to Trinity.
This past week, the team
faced two teams that simply
were not up the challenge of
facing a national power such as
the Bantams. The first to fall
victim was Dartmouth, who
just could not keep up with
Trinity's youth and athleticism.
The Bantams won 9-0, but they
suffered a major loss in the form
of an injury to #1 ranked
Marcus Cowie. Cowie re-aggra-
vated a muscle injury in his glut
that would eventually sideline
him for the match against
Vassar. The sophomore defend-
ing individual national'
champion's injury will be of vi-
tal importance for the team as
Cowie is absolutely instrumen-
tal in helping the Bantams gain
the coveted national crown.
Trinity then faced Vassar
without Cowie, but had little
difficulty in pulling off the 9-0
victory. #2 ranked Preston
Quick played a crucial role in
helping the team to victory, as
did junior co-captain Charlie
Saunders.
It was a Vassar squad that
was clearly no match for the #2
nationally ranked Bantams,
and seemed almost to be a
warm up for the Trinity team as
they prepared for their biggest
match of the season, to date,
against Franklin and Marshall.
The #5 nationally ranked
Franklin and Marshall team ar-
rived at Trinity with hopes of
establishing itself as a major
contender in the race for this
season's national champion-
ship.
However, Trinity was not
willing to relinquish the strong-
hold that itself and Harvard
have on that race. Playing with-
out the injured Cowie, the entire
Trinity lineup had to be shifted,
and each and every player was
expected to pick up the slack.
Paul Assaiante's team did not
disappoint. Quick played a
marvelous match at the #1 spot,
putting on a tremendous dis-
AUX PECK
have not defeated in the past
five years. Lighting up early for
the Bantams was MacColl, who
scored a crucial nineteen points
in the first half to lift the Ban-
tams to a 37-33 half time lead. In
the second half, Canty joined
MacColl's scoring attack, add-
ing sixteen poin ts (MacColl fin-
ished with 21). Junior Laurel
Earls extended the Clark de-
ufense "with =&.points from the
outside . The team found suc-
cess with their game plan of
owning the defensive boards
and giving Clark only one shot
each time down the floor. Canty
finished with 15 boards and
MacColl grabbed 11. However,
with two minutes remaining
and a five point lead on the line,
the team's perpetual weakness,
failing to hold the lead, began to
rear its ugly head. Clark's press
forced two turnovers and the
Cougars scored a three pointer
followed by an §asy lay up to tie
the game at 61. In the process,
the Bantams were given a scare
when McGlynn went down
with a severely sprained ankle.
However, after a timeout that
allowed the team to refocus,
McGlynn returned and the Ban-
tams beat the press. A turn-
around jumper from Canty gave
the Bants a two point lead. With
Clark forced to foul, and the
Bantams shooting 16 ofl9 from
the foul line, the win was inevi-
table, the game finished at 67-61.
The Bantams enter one of the
most difficult weeks of their
season, when -they meet
Westfield State on Tuesday>an4
then host rivals Williams and
Middlebury. Williams comes to
Ray Oosting on Friday night
and Middlebury visits on Satttr-
day afternoon: - .
Swimming Rolls 'Deis
MATT HELLER
Sports Writer
This past Saturday trie Trin-
ity Swimming and Diving
Team recorded a huge win
against Brandeis after losing a
challenging meet against
Wesleyan on Wednesday
(Wesleyan boasted nearly twice
the number of swimmers).
On Wednesday, Taylor '98,
Modzelewski '99, Lanzetta '99,
and Moore '98, gave the ban-
tams a great start in the 200
Medley; McBride'98,Rorer'00,
Bernard '01, and Polito '00 an-
chored the meet by placing first
i|n the 200; free. Captain
McBride swam her fastest times
to date in both the 50 and 100
freestyle. Rorer won the 50 free
and finished second in the 100
free. Cory Bernard'01 broke 200
IM and 100 fly records, winning
both events. The Polito broke a
pool record in the 500 free. On
the boards, Katie Bryant '01 fin-
ished first in both the 1 and 3
meter diving events.
For the men, Gorman '00, the
team's strongest backstoker,
won the 100 back; Howell '98,
who swam the-50 fly in the re-
lay, took third in the 50 freestyle.
Vasquez '99 had his fastest time
of the season in the 50 breast,
missing the New England
qualifying time by only 1/1 Oth
of a second! Captain Matt
Heller '98 swam an exhibition
50 breast later with Vasquez
and swam his best time. Ryan
Young '00 had his in season best
time in the 500 free, finishing
second, while Wally Moran '00
shaved serious time off his 1000
free, swimming his best tij
date. ^ ^
**Bra"fTfleis"the men's team
won the 400 medly relay and
never looked back. "Birthday
Boy" Michael Gorman finished
the backstroke leg of the relay,
won the 1000 freestyle and also
won the 100 backstroke. An-
drew Lovig '00 won both the
100 fly and 100 back with Chris
Nicholas '01 coming in a close
second. Nate Folkemer'01 fin-
ished first in the 200 and 100
breast; Matt Ruggles '00 grab-
bing second place.
Vasquez won the 200
freestyle and swam an amazing
race in the 500 freestyle. In the
final 400 free relay, Heller and
Moran swam their fastest times.
Diver Brad Albus '00 had a great
day on both the 1 and 3 meter
boards finishing second overall.
In two events, the women's
team swept 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place. In the 500 free, it was
Bliven '00, Meyer '99, and Taylor;
In the 200 IM, Polito set a new
varsity record, Bernard set a
freshman record, and Rorer re-
ceived two first places in the
200 fly and 200 breast stroke
events. The seniors had a good
showing, starting with McBride
winning the 1000 free and the••
100 fly. Captain Moore and Sara
Michel '98 both had their best
times in the 50 free. Michel also
swam her best time in the 100
freestyle, finishing just behind
Modzelewski who won the 100
breast just minutes before.
Ashleigh Bischoff '98 won both
diving events, setting varsity
records on the boards!
